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ABSTRACT

Oxidative processes are linked to a number of major disease states as well as the
breakdown of many materials. Of particular importance are reactive oxygen species (ROS), as
they are known to be endogenously produced in biological systems as well as exogenously
produced through a variety of different means. In hopes of better understanding what controls the
behavior of ROS, researchers have studied radical chemistry on a fundamental level.
Fundamental knowledge of what contributes to oxidative processes can be extrapolated to more
complex biological or macromolecular systems.
Fundamental concepts and applied data (i.e. interaction of ROS with polymers,
biomolecules, etc.) are critical to understanding the reactivity of ROS. A detailed review of the
literature, focusing primarily on the hydroxyl radical (HO•) and hydrogen atom (H•) abstraction
reactions, is presented in Chapter 1. Also reviewed herein is the literature concerning high
density polyethylene (HDPE) degradation. Exposure to treated water systems is known to
greatly reduce the lifetime of HDPE pipe. While there is no consensus on what leads to HDPE
breakdown, evidence suggests oxidative processes are at play.
The research which follows in Chapter 2 focuses on the reactivity of the hydroxyl radical
and how it is controlled by its environment. The HO• has been thought to react instantaneously,
approaching the diffusion controlled rate and showing little to no selectivity. Both experimental

and calculational evidence suggest that some of the previous assumptions regarding hydroxyl
radical reactivity are wrong and that it is decidedly less reactive in an aprotic polar solvent than
in aqueous solution. These findings are explained on the basis of a polarized transition state that
can be stabilized via the hydrogen bonding afforded by water. Experimental and calculational
evidence also suggest that the degree of polarization in the transition state will determine the
magnitude of this solvent effect.
Chapter 3 discusses the results of HDPE degradation studies.

While HDPE is an

extremely stable polymer, exposure to chlorinated aqueous conditions severely reduces the
lifetime of HDPE pipes. While much research exists detailing the mechanical breakdown and
failure of these pipes under said conditions, a gap still exists in defining the species responsible
or mechanism for this degradation. Experimental evidence put forth in this dissertation suggests
that this is due to an auto-oxidative process initiated by free radicals in the chlorinated aqueous
solution and propagated through singlet oxygen from the environment. A mechanism for HDPE
degradation is proposed and discussed.

Additionally two small molecules, 2,3-dichloro-2-

methylbutane and 3-chloro-1,1-di-methylpropanol, have been suggested as HDPE byproducts.
While the mechanism of formation for these products is still elusive, evidence concerning their
identification and production in HDPE and PE oligomers is discussed.
Finally, Chapter 4 deals with concluding remarks of the aforementioned work. Future
work needed to enhance and further the results published herein is also addressed.
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Chapter 1 Radical Chemistry: Methods, Reactivities, and Degradation
Processes
1.1 Introduction
It has been well established that oxidative damage is responsible, at least in part, for
many degradative processes. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are increasingly being explored as
the etiology of many diseases. Conditions such as cancer,1, 2 ALS and Parkinson’s disease3, 4 are
believed to be the result of oxidative stress to the body. ROS are also known to be of great
significance in environmental chemistry and materials science. These highly reactive species are
known to play a major part in the breakdown of many materials. Because of this fact, there is an
increasing interest in exploring the chemistry of reactive oxygen species on a fundamental level.
The hydroxyl radical (HO•) can be formed through a variety of different means that allow it to be
studied in various environments (i.e. gas phase, aqueous solution, etc.) The complexity of the
pathways through which these processes occur requires that the molecular mechanisms be first
examined in a smaller, more controlled environment. Once an understanding of the production
and activity of these radicals has been established, the model of such a mechanism can be
extrapolated to the more complicated systems.
1.2 Photochemistry and Chemical Kinetics--Theory
In pulse radiolysis, a sample is exposed to a high energy pulse of monochromatic light.
This sudden flash of light causes immediate photo-excitation of the sample, which then leads to
the chemical events that are to be monitored.5 The energy provided is sufficiently intense to
create very reactive species, such as radicals. Generally, the pulse should be able to produce a
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measurable change in the system, typically an amount of product in the range of 10-5 to 10-2 M ,
which is desirable for UV/Vis detection.5
Once the radical of interest has been generated, it can react with its intended substrate.
There are several methods which may be used to monitor the progress of the reaction, the most
common of which is optical absorption.

Common optical detectors span wavelengths of

approximately 3-0.2 micrometers.6 The response time of the system is generally very rapid,
usually on the order of a few nanoseconds.6 The absorption of a species is monitored as a
function of time to deduce the rate of the reaction.
The rate of bimolecular reactions is often determined under pseudo-first order conditions.
Given a reaction:
(1-1)
The rate of the reaction can be expressed as

− d [ A]
= k[ A][ B] . If the concentration of species B
dt

were inflated to the point that it stayed approximately constant throughout the reaction (at least
10 times the concentration of A), then the expression could be reduced to
where k obs = k[B]0 , and [B ]0 represents the initial concentration of B.

− d [ A]
= k obs [ B] ,
dt

Combining like terms

and integrating over all time, the expression further reduces to:

[A]t

= [ A]0 e − kobst

(1-2)

nd expressed in term of optical absorbance:

 A − A∞
ln t
 Ao − A∞


 = −k obs t
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(1-3)

Once kobs has been established, the absolute rate constant can be determined by varying the
concentration of species B. This determination is also done via linear regression where:
k obs = k[B]0

(1-4)

where the absolute rate constant is a slope of the graph of [B ]0 vs. k obs .
In a system involving very reactive species, such as a ROS, more than one reaction may
be taking place. For example, reactive species A may react not only with B but also with one or
more other species in the system (such as the solvent, C):

(1-5)

(1-6)
The rate of the reaction v, will be:
v = k obs [ A]

(1-7)

where kobs is equal to the sum of all of the micro rate constants for reactions that A undergoes.7
Parallel first- or pseudo-first order reactions provide the basis for a technique known as the probe
method. The intermediate is reacted with a substrate that produces an observable product- alone
and in the presence of the substrate of interest. The difference in activity allows a reaction with
no detectable product or intermediate to be kinetically monitored, as illustrated in Scheme 1-1.
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Scheme 1-1: Probe method
Y + A H

Y H
kY
A
kD
D

A D
produces observable
signal allowing
kinetics to be
monitored
kobs= kY[Y-H] + kD[D]

The HO•, as well alkoxyl radicals RO• in general, are highly reactive and very short
lived. They are naturally produced in a variety of ways; in biological systems they are not only
produced by exogenous sources, such as radiation, but they are also the result of normal
processes such as the redox reactions of enzymes.8 In the atmosphere, hydrogen peroxide serves
as a precursor to the formation of the HO•, which reacts with a class of pollutants known as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, as well as other volatile organic compounds.9, 10 A variety of
methods exist for experimentally creating the HO• to study its reactions. One of the most
common methods is through the Fenton reaction, which involves the reduction of H2O2 with a
metal.11 The ferrous agent combined with hydrogen peroxide is a well established method of
producing the HO•:

(1-8)
The rate constant for this reaction is measured at approximately 60 L mol-1 s-1.
In laser flash photolysis, hydroxyl and alkoxyl radicals are often formed when a suitable
precursor is hit with a photon of light. One example is the direct photolysis of water at 184 nm.
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Although this is an inexpensive and convenient method for production of the HO•, there are
several other products that are formed from the ionization of water:11

(1-9)
By adding N2O, the yield of HO• is greatly increased:11

(1-10)
Although this increases the yield of hydroxyl to 90%, there are still other side products that may
contribute to the reaction being monitored. In addition, many organic compounds absorb light in
the < 200 nm region. This makes it impossible to cleanly generate the HO• to study its kinetics
with organic substrates.
Another HO• precursor is N-hydroxy-pyridine-2(1H)-thione.9,

12, 13

Photolysis of this

compound produces the HO• and the 2-pyridylthyl radical (by-product) via homolytic cleavage
of the N-O bond:13

(1-11)

This reaction is somewhat complicated.

Tautomerization of the starting material is pH

dependant, and at neutral pH, the anionic form of the structure is present leading to a proton and
hydrated electron:13

(1-12)

The formation of the 2-pyridylthyil radical further complicates the usage of N-hydroxy-pyridine2(1H)-thione as a HO• source. This radical is not optically transparent, and reacts to form
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dimers.

Absorption from the resulting dimers may interfere with monitoring the desired

reaction.14
Additional methods for developing a clean source for HO• are currently being
investigated. One such method uses the structurally similar N-hydroxy-2(1H)-pyridone.13 The
HO• is produced similarly through homolytic N-O bond cleavage. However, as opposed to Nhydroxy-pyridine-2(1H)-thione, in neutral solution the keto tautomer is the dominant species,
leading primarily to the formation of the HO•. The 2-pyridyloxyl radical is also much less
reactive than its sulfur analog. If used in a biological system,13 this would ensure that the
relative rate of reaction is due solely to the actions of the HO•:13

(1-13)

1.3 HO• Reactions: Methods and Rates of Hydrogen Abstraction
The oxidation of alkanes with the HO• play a central role in combustion and atmospheric
chemistry.15,

16

Because of this, many of the reported kinetic have been performed in the gas

phase, using a variety of different conditions and methods. Bayes et al. studied the rates of
hydrogen abstraction from several alkanes and cycloalkanes15 via competition experiments with
ethane, whose rate constant for reaction with HO• is well-established. 15, 16
The method involved measuring the fractional loss of the alkane of interest and the
reference compound (ethane) then determining the rate constant ratio using the mathematical
equation:

k reactant
ln( DF ) reactant
=
k reference ln( DF ) reference
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(1-14)

where DF is the ratio of the initial concentration of said species to the final concentration. Rate
constants were determined over a temperature range from 230 to 430 K. At 298 K the results
were in good agreement with published data, however at temperatures below 270 K, several
reactants showed little of the curvature previously reported and attributed to nonlinear Arrhenius
behavior. Bayes suggests this detail to a systematic error; while absolute measurements (from
literature) did show non-linear Arrhenius behavior, these results were not replicated when using
relative rate data (as employed by Bayes) at low temperatures.

He suggests that what is

occurring is loss of the hydroxyl radical to impurities which would effectively interfere with
absolute measurements, but not relative measurements. Thus, Bayes favors his method of using
relative measurements rather than absolute data for obtaining rate constants at lower
temperatures.

He does concede that at temperatures above 270 K, relative and absolute

measurements are essentially the same (within 5%).
Anderson et al. performed similar studies of the HO• reactions with ten different alkanes
over a temperature range of 300 to 400 K.16 These reactions were carried out in the gas phase
using a high pressure flow system. By observing the kinetics of the hydrogen abstraction
reaction over a wide range of temperatures, Anderson was able to determine the Arrhenius
parameters specific to each alkane, by using a modified form of the Arrhenius equation
consistent with transition state theory:16

k (T ) =

Be

− Ea
T

−1.44 v1


T 1 − e T 



2

−1.44 v 2


1 − e T 





(1-15)

In this equation v1 is the degeneracy of the C-H-O bend, v2 is the H-O-H bend frequency, and B
is the pre-exponential factor.

This equation assumes a late transition state in which the

intermediate resembles the products. The C-H-O (hydrogen abstraction from the alkane) axis is
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almost linear and the H-O-H axis (formation of water from abstraction) is bent, similar to the
structure of the water produced.16
Anderson and coworkers also used a less established technique to determine the same
rate constants. Gas phase techniques, such as those previously employed by the group, show
strong non-Arrhenius behavior at low temperatures when the reaction has a the loose transition
state with no well-defined free energy maximum, such as those typical for these radical
reactions.16, 17 This is due to the plug-flow approximation that is employed in traditional flow
techniques. The flow tube is operated at lower pressures to ensure mixing of the reactants in the
tube via diffusion and to allow reaction distances to be converted into reaction time.18 The
continuity of flow in this method is determined using the equation:

v(r )

 ∂ 2 C ∂ 2 C  1 ∂C  
∂C
= D 2 + 2 + 
  + k1C
∂z
∂r
 r ∂r  
 ∂z

(1-16)

where r is the radial coordinate, z is the axial coordinate, v(r) is the bulk velocity, D is the
molecular diffusion coefficient, C is the concentration of the limiting reagent and k1 is the first
order rate constant.17

The new high pressure system employed by Anderson does not require

this approximation.

Instead radial profile and the radical concentration profiles are used

simultaneously to determine the continuity for a rate constant.17 Anderson used this method to
determine several rate constants, all of which were similar to those previously determined.
Droege and Tully examined the rate constant for reaction of HO• with cyclohexane and
cyclopentane, as well as their deuterated counterparts.19 Experiments were again performed in
the gas phase via laser photolysis, using time resolved HO• profiles to determine the loss of HO•.
The concentration of the HO• was monitored using laser-induced fluorescence near 307 nm. In
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all of the experiments performed, the concentration of the cycloalkane was much greater than
that of the HO•, allowing for a pseudo-first order reaction to occur:

[OH ]t = [OH ]0−( k [cycloalkane]+ k )t = [OH ]0− k 't
i

d

(1-17)

where k’ is the measured pseudo first order rate constant, ki is the bimolecular rate coefficient for
the reaction and kd is the rate of hydroxyl reactivity in the absence of any added cycloalkane.19
In their studies the authors noted that the rate of either hydrogen or deuterium abstraction for a
single methylene group is faster for cyclohexane than cyclopentane, with rate coefficients per
methylene sites of 1.19 x 10-12 and 1.00 x 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, respectively. 19 The authors
attribute this to the stabilizing contributions from neighboring methylene sites, as reported bond
dissociation energies (BDEs) are nearly equivalent (cyclopentane: 94.5 (±1.0) and cyclohexane:
95.5 (±1.0) kcal mol-1).20 While experimental values of cyclopentane and cyclohexane C—H
BDEs indicate that both values are very similar, recent calculational work suggests there is a
noticeable disparity between the two values.

Using G3 and W1 calculations, Kass et al.

determined the BDE of cyclohexane to be larger than reported, by as much as 4 kcal mol-1.21
While this is somewhat unexpected in light of Tully’s results, Kass argues that a lower BDE for
cyclopentane is to be expected, as hydrogen atom abstraction would relieve cyclopentane of four
eclipsing interactions.
Another important class of compounds that has been investigated in terms of HO•
oxidation is alcohols. In their experiments, Paraskevopoulos et al. studied the rates of hydrogen
abstraction from a series of alcohols in the gas phase.22 Monitoring the concentration of the HO•
via time resolved attenuation of its resonance radiation, Paraskevopoulos et al. developed a
scheme for determining the rate of hydrogen abstraction from the alcohol. They suggested that
the following set of reactions is likely to occur:
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Scheme 1-2: Reactions occurring upon pulse radiolysis of water

H2O
HO + ROH

HO + H
k 1a
k2

HO + HOR'
HO + HO
HO + H

k 1b
k 1c

HOR' + H2O
products
H2O2
H2O

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where HOR’• is the result of the hydrogen abstraction reaction by the HO•. While the authors
don’t specifically comment on whether abstraction at the OH site of the alcohol take place, they
do comment that the expected product is a carbon-centered radical, indicating the only C—H
abstraction would occur. By setting up a pseudo first order system in which the concentration of
the alcohol is much greater than that of the HO•, the authors were able to establish the rate of
hydrogen abstraction (Equation 2, Scheme 1-2) using a set of two equations22:
− d [• OH ]
= k1 [• OH ] + k 2 [• OH ][• R' OH ]
dt

(1-18)

− d [• R' OH ]
= k1 [• OH ] − k 2 [• OH ][• R' OH ]
dt

(1-19)

The authors used these equations as a means of differentiating between HO• loss via hydrogen
atom abstraction and HO• loss via addition to carbon-centered radicals. The term k1 is the
overall rate constant of HO• decay (which is being monitored, and is the sum of k1a, k1b, k1c and k2
in Scheme 1-3). The term k2 is assigned a value of 2 x 1014 cm3 mol-1 s-1 (the collision rate). The
authors then numerically integrated these equations and determined a corrected value for k1,
which was then used to determine the rate constant of the HO• reacting with an alcohol:22
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k1 = α + k1α [ROH ]

(1-20)

Although the authors went through great lengths to correct for any additional loss of hydroxyl
radical (other than reacting with the alcohol), their rate constants showed no significant
difference from previously reported data.
To further probe where the primary site of hydrogen abstraction may be, several studies
involving isotopic labeling have been conducted. Hess and Tully examined the deuterium
isotope effects on the rate of abstraction from methanol over the temperature range of 293-866
K.23 Using a three parameter expression the authors were able to establish the absolute rate
constants:23
CH3OH: k (T ) = 5.89 × 10 −20 T 2.65e

883 cal / molRT

(1-21)

CD3OH: k (T ) = 1.28 × 10 −22 T 23482.65e

1275 cal / molRT

(1-22)

Abstraction is slower for the deuterated form of methanol over the entire temperature range
examined. However the difference in rate between the two varies with increasing temperature.
The authors suggest that the overall abstraction rate is the combination of two processes:

k overall = k CH 3

+ k OH
CD3

(1-23)

At lower temperatures, the overall rate is dominated by hydrogen abstraction from the methyl
group, due to the large kinetic isotope effect seen. At higher temperatures, the KIE decreases
indicating the increasing importance of the OH hydrogen abstraction23.
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While gas phase reactions are imperative to understanding the HO• reactivity in many
environmental processes, equally- if not more important- is the study of the HO• in aqueous
solution. Similar alcohol studies were conducted by Janata et al., who used pulse radiolysis to
monitor reaction of alcohols .24 Like Paraskevopoulos, a series of equations to describe all
possible processes that might occur in the system was derived:

Scheme 1-3: Reactions occurring in pulse radiolysis of alcohols

To determine the rate constant for the desired reaction (Equation 1, Scheme 1-3), computer
simulations (using previously determined rate constants for reactions 2-7) were employed.25 The
values obtained by Janata were congruent with previously obtained values for this set of
reactions.
Another important class of compounds that undergo this type of hydrogen abstraction is
amines.

Pramanick and Bhattacharyya have studied the rates of abstraction for several amines

using entrapping mechanisms for polymer end groups.26 Using Fenton chemistry to create the
HO•, the authors studied several different amines via the reactions outlined in Scheme 1-4:26

Scheme 1-4: HO• trapping by polymer end groups
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where the amine (X) is now trapped as a polymer end group and can be examined via a dye
partitioning technique.26 In this process, polymer samples were taken at different time intervals,
and carefully washed and dried. The rate of abstraction was the slope of the plot of the degree of
polymerization against time. Through this method, the authors were able to establish the rate
constants for hydrogen abstraction (from carbon) for several different amines. In addition they
also examined the rate of reactivity for different classes of amines. The reactivity order revealed
that secondary amines were the most reactive, with tertiary amines being only slightly less
reactive and primary compounds being the least reactive.26 This trend is a combination of both
steric effects and activation of the methylene group from which abstraction is occurring. The
neighboring alkyl substituents increase reactivity for both secondary and tertiary amines.
However the steric bulk of the tertiary amines negates part of this activation, decreasing the rate
of abstraction relative to secondary amines.
Other classes of organic compounds have also been widely studied. Thomas examined
the rate of the HO• with several alcohols, as well as diethyl ether and acetone via competition
kinetics with the iodide ion (I-).27 Scheme 1-5 illustrates the mechanics of this: the OH radical
was generated via pulse radiolysis with the iodide reaction product ( ) used as a probe.

Scheme 1-5: HO•/
HO + I-

probe

HO + I

I+I

I2
λmax= 400 nm

Although the reaction of HO• and diethyl ether is clearly hydrogen abstraction, the author did not
comment on whether the reaction with acetone was hydrogen abstraction or addition to the
carbonyl carbon. However, Walling and co-workers had later reported a significant isotope
effect between acetone and d6-acetone (kH/kD= 3.54), indicating hydrogen abstraction as the
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likely pathway.28 Neta et al. used similar methods, gamma radiolysis and competition kinetics,
to determine the HO• reactivity with several compounds, including both chloroform and
acetonitrile.29 Rate constants were found to be remarkably lower for these two compounds than
for other aliphatic compounds examined. The authors determined the relative substituent effects
on a series of substituted methanes (Figure 1-1):

Figure 1-1. Relative reactivity of HO• towards substituted methanes (CH3—X)

wherein presence of a cyano group greatly decreases the reactivity of methane, and presence of
an amine causes a significant increase in reactivity.
The HO• is known to play a role in the oxidation of polymer based pipes, and is also
believed to interact with drinking water contaminants.30, 31 Haag and Yao studied the reaction of
the HO• with 25 potential drinking water contaminants, including dichloromethane, bromoform
and chloroform.31 Several different methods were used to create the HO• in aqueous media,
including the photo Fenton method and ozone decomposition, depending on the light stability of
the compound being examined. All reactions were monitored via competition kinetics using the
equation:

k •MOH =

[ ]
ln M 0
[ ]
ln C 0

[ M ]∞

= k •COH

(1-24)

[C ]∞

Where M is the substrate and C is the reference compound. As seen in Neta’s work, compounds
containing halogen substituents, namely dichloromethane, chloroform and bromoform, all
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proved to have rate constants significantly lower (1 to 2 orders of magnitude) than reported
values given for hydrocarbons or alcohols.

1.4 HO• Additions
When reacting with conjugated systems, the HO• generally undergoes an addition
reaction preferentially to the hydrogen abstraction reaction. This is of extreme importance in
areas such as environmental science, where polyaromatic systems are commonly produced as
byproducts of burning fuels. Platz et al. studied the reactivity of the HO• with a series of
conjugated hydrocarbons in acetonitrile.9 Using several deuterated compounds, the kinetic
isotope effects were also established. The authors determined that the primary pathway for each
of the aromatic systems studied was, in fact, the addition reaction. The authors also noticed that
the rate constants for addition reaction were smaller in acetonitrile than those that had been
established for the same reaction in water. This was attributed to a stabilization of the transition
state compared to reactants by hydrogen bonding with water (Figure 1-2). 9

Figure 1-2. Stabilization of transition state in HO• addition reaction

Transition State
OH
Stabilization f rom hydrogen bonding
H
O
δ+
δ− H
OH

Energy

H

O

Starting Material

H

OH addition in CH 3CN
OH addition in H 2 O
Product

Reaction Coordinate
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In a similar study, Albarran and Schuler examined the effects of substituents on the
addition of the HO• to aromatic rings.32 The strong electrophilic character of the HO• leads it to
add to the most electron rich sites. For the meta substituted cresol, the ortho- and para- products
predicted by the Hamett equation were observed. In the case of para-cresol, only two products
are expected but four were determined to be present.

For ortho-cresol, five products are

expected, and seven were determined to be present. The additional products were determined to
be both the ipso product as well as the corresponding para- and ortho- dienones (Figure 3). For
each of these compounds, both the hydroxyl and methyl substituents belonging to cresol effect
the electrophilic addition reaction of the HO•.32 The methyl substitution clearly has a much
more profound effect on the addition to ortho- and para- cresol than when substituted in the
meta- position, as shown in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3. HO• addition products to cresols

1.5 Alkoxyl Radical Reactions.
Although the HO• is the most aggressive of the reactive oxygen species, alkoxyl radicals
are also very powerful oxidizing agents. One of the most widely studied alkoxyl radicals is the
tert-butoxyl radical. Tanko et al. have studied the reactivity of this radical oxygen species as a
model for C-H bond cleavage for several enzyme catalyzed reactions.33 This radical shows
similar reactivity to the P-450 enzyme and is a useful model for biological systems.34 The tertbutoxyl radical shows mild selectivity, as expected for alkanes, however, the trend of increasing
hydrogen atom abstraction rate with decreasing bond strength is not seen in tertiary amines, or
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for substrates with bond dissociation energies below 92 kcal/mol.35 The fact that this reaction
does not follow the typical structure/reactivity relationships is due to the reaction being entropy
controlled, rather than the more common enthalpy controlled reaction. The tert-butoxyl radical is
so reactive that the rate of hydrogen abstraction is based more upon accessibility of the radical to
the hydrogen, rather than by the strength of the C-H bond. Since the tert-butoxyl radical is rather
sterically bulky, the ability of the radical to properly orient itself in a fashion necessary for
hydrogen abstraction is more difficult than for smaller alkoxyl radicals. This suggests that the
tert-butoxyl radical may not be a representative prototype for the reactivity of oxygen-centered
radicals35.

1.6 Biological Implications of HO• Oxidation
As oxidation reactions are a contributing factor to many degenerative diseases, several studies
have used fundamental organic chemistry to investigate the reactions that are believed to be
involved in the onset of such diseases. Free radicals are formed in biological systems either by
endogenous processes (metabolism of food, exercise) or by exposure to exogenous factors
(smoke, radiation).

These extremely reactive free radicals will target many biomolecules,

including DNA, proteins, lipids and carbohydrates. Davies et al. studied the effects of radicals
on proteins.8 Radical attack on proteins can destroy the protein or alter it drastically. Some of
the products formed from the radical attack on proteins, namely hydroperoxides, have oxidizing
properties which, in the presence of metal ions and UV light, decompose to ROS which can
further act as oxidizing agents. The reaction scheme for the formation of hydroperoxides on the
protein backbone and side chain is believed to be (Scheme 1-6):
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Scheme 1-6: Chain reaction of HO• production

Incubation of hydroperoxide with Fe(II)-EDTA in the presence of 3,6-dimethyl-2,5piperazinedione allowed for the identification of the HO• and alkoxyl radical as decomposition
products by EPR spectroscopy:

(1-25)
These series of reactions, which are initiated by hydroxyl and alkoxyl radicals lead to the
fragmentation of the protein backbone (Scheme 1-7):

Scheme 1-7: Oxidative degradation of protein backbone

Saha-Moller et al. investigated the effects of the HO• on mouse lymphoma cells using the N-tertbutoxypyridine-2-thione HO• precursor.36 The photo-cytotoxicity and photo-genotoxicity of the
mouse lymphoma cell line L5178 was examined and showed a time dependant decrease in
relative cell growth and increase in membrane damaged cells.36 When a radical scavenger was
employed the photo-cytotoxicity of the compound was greatly diminished, indicating that it is
the alkoxyl radical responsible for this type of toxicity, (although the thiyl radical is believed to
induce the genotoxicity).
A similar set of experiments was carried out by this group using super-coiled pBR322
DNA37.

The tert-butoxyl, benzoyloxyl and iso-propoxyl radicals were generated from the
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corresponding N-alkoxypyridine-2-thione in the presence of this DNA which was then analyzed
via gel electropheresis for strand breakage. The alkoxyl radicals all induced strand breakage.
Once again, when a radical scavenger was employed, the amount of open-circular DNA was
greatly reduced.
DNA base damage is what is specifically believed to be responsible for the strand
breakage of the double helix. Of the four bases found in DNA, the purine base deoxyguanine
appears to be the most susceptible to this oxidative attack, although the reasons for this are not
apparent.38 Scheirer et al. did a similar experiment involving the photolysis of a photo-Fenton
reagent which produces the tert-butoxyl radical.39 This radical undergoes beta cleavage to
produce a methyl radical, which may subsequently react with molecular oxygen to form
methylperoxyl radical, CH3OO·. The methyl and methyl-peroxyl radicals cause damage to the
deoxyguanine base of DNA which leads to subsequent strand breakage. Car et. al found that the
specific mechanism of hydroxyl attack on each base is different.38 The use of static and dynamic
ab initio methods was employed in order to elucidate the mechanism of hydroxyl attack on the
thymine and guanine bases found in DNA. For thymine, the HO• reaction of dehydrogenation is
most favorable with the C-5 methyl group, being exothermic to -108.6 kJ/mol in gas phase and 112.2 kJ/mol in aqueous solution. The second most favorable site is at N1 which gives values of
-86.7/-84.7 kJ/mol. For the hydroxylation reaction the most favorable site is the C-6 position
followed by the C-5 position. These values are in agreement with the experimentally determined
products that arise from the dehydrogenation and hydroxylation reactions.
Singlet oxygen is also a large contributor to DNA base damage seen in cells. Box et al.
studied the specific damage done by singlet oxygen to the guanine base.1 After exposing a
tetramer of DNA composed of each base to UVA light in solution containing methylene blue,
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HPLC analysis confirmed the presence of three unharmed bases.

The only resonance not

accounted for was guanine, which was confirmed to have been oxidized into 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (Figure 1-4, I) and spiroiminodihydantoin(Figure 1-4, II).

Figure 1-4. Guanine oxidation products
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The product are the result of an oxidative addition to the N-C3 bond to form product I or to the
C1-C2 double bond, which subsequently breaks to form the two five membered rings in product
II.

1.7 Accelerated Aging of Polyethylene Potable Water Material
Polyethylene (PE) pipes, and specifically high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes, are
becoming increasingly popular as a means of water transport for industrial and residential
applications. The relative low cost of the material, combined with its projected 50 to 100 year
service life, makes HDPE and ideal material for water distribution. Both medium density
polyethylene (MDPE) and HDPE are currently approved for applications of 25°C or less, and in
2004, PE water pipe comprised a third of the world’s plastic pipe demand.30
HDPE pipes are generally enhanced with additives such as UV stabilizers, antioxidants,
and phosphites that provide the material with a tremendous resistance to oxidative stress.
However, long term exposure to chlorinated water is known to have a deleterious effect on both
mechanical strength, as well as chemical composition of the pipe.

Chlorine is used as a

disinfectant in the US, as well as other parts of the world, to help prevent the spread of infectious
disease. In the US, the chlorine content can be very high, reaching greater than 1 part per million
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in some areas.

Repeated exposure of pipes to such high levels of chlorine causes early

deterioration of the material.
While it is widely established and accepted that chlorinated water increases degradation
of PE pipes, the exact circumstances of how this occurs remain somewhat controversial. Several
researchers have reported that the initial stage of PE pipe degradations involves the loss of antioxidants from the material. Dear and Mason looked at the differences between chlorinated water
and unchlorinated water on the properties of MDPE pipe.40 The loss of antioxidant was found to
be much greater for a wall surface of MDPE exposed to chlorinated water than a wall surface
exposed to unchlorinated water. In fact, the authors suggest that the chlorinated water need only
penetrate the first millimeter of wall thickness before superficial environmental stress cracking
starts to occur. This initial stress cracking is the cause of mechanical failure, and is increased
with increasing chlorine content. The authors note that while these PE pipes may have an
expected lifetime of several decades in dry air, exposure to chlorinated water may decrease their
lifetime to less than ten years.
Gedde and coworkers examined the effects of chlorinated water and elevated
temperatures on the degradation of HDPE pipes.41 Using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) to measure oxidation induction time (OIT), Gedde measured the amount of effective
antioxidant after chlorine exposure at different temperatures in different areas of the pipe (taking
a cross-section from the inner wall, which was immediately exposed to the chlorinated water, to
the outer wall which was unexposed). Gedde found that approximately 80% of stabilizer was
lost through chemical consumption stemming from exposure to hot chlorinated water. In pipe
exposed simply to hot water, antioxidant consumption was negligible indicating that chlorine in
the water sample is clearly responsible for loss of antioxidants within HDPE. The researchers
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also found that chlorine exposed pipe produced a highly degraded inner wall. This inner wall
was examined via infrared spectroscopy, which confirmed the presence of a newly formed
absorption band at 1700 cm-1. However, what was extremely fascinating was that the area
immediately beneath this porous layer was completely unoxidized. The oxidized layer also
proved to have significantly higher mass crystallinity content than other cross-sections of the
same pipe. From these conclusions, Gedde suggests that the species responsible for antioxidant
loss is not very reactive with the pipe material; the species responsible for pipe degradation must,
however, be extremely reactive and/or insoluble in the polymer itself, as only the immediate
surface is oxidized.
Insight into the degradation of the PE material itself is helpful to understanding what
might be behind this accelerated aging in chlorinated water solutions. Pinheiro et al. found that,
during processing, oxygen content played a significant role in the degree and content of
degradation of HDPE.42 Macroradicals are formed during processing which can either react with
each other (giving an unsaturated site such as a vinyl group or transvinylene group), or which
can react with dioxygen, forming a peroxyl radical. Hydrogen abstraction by this newly formed
radical and subsequent beta-scission leads to the formation of a carbonyl end group (thus
breaking the chain) and formation of another highly reactive radical, HO•.
Pinheiro focused on two different HDPE resins: Phillips and Ziegler-Natta. Samples of
each resin were processed in a totally filled (TF) chamber, where 100% of the container was
filled with resin, or a partially filled (PF) container containing only 70% resin. Carbonyl content
was increased for both sets of resin in the PF chamber due to the higher volume of oxygen.
Significant differences were seen in the vinyl index; While Zieglar-Natta HDPE resin showed a
minimal amount of vinyl group consumption for both TF and PF chambers, there was a
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significant difference between vinyl group consumption in the Phillips HDPE resin (with the PF
chamber showing significantly more consumption than the TF chamber). The difference in
behavior among the resins can be attributed to the much greater initial concentration of vinyl
groups found in the Phillips HDPE compared to the Zieglar-Natta. Looking at molecular weight
distribution the trends in reactivity became clear: In the presence of oxygen, both HDPE resins
are likely to react, resulting in the formation of carbonyl groups. Zieglar-Natta HDPE is likely to
undergo chain scission, as molecular weight distribution curves shift towards lower molecular
weights. Phillips HDPE- which contains a much greater amount of initial vinyl groups- is likely
to undergo chain branching, as molecular weight distribution curves shift towards higher
molecular weights.
The most thorough investigation to date regarding the accelerated aging of HDPE pipes
was conducted by Dietrich et al. There has been great variation in techniques, conditions and
reporting of accelerated aging studies. While there are several different viable methods for
conducting such research, variations in pH, chlorine concentration, and alkalinity (used as an
acid neutralizer) can greatly alter the chemistry behind this polymeric breakdown. In their work,
Dietrich and co-workers determined appropriate accelerated aging conditions that minimized
variation in water chemistry as well as water sorption.30 The authors set to identify a set of
conditions that would mimic potable water systems commonly found in the US, as well as
control chlorine speciation (Scheme 1-8):

Scheme 1-8: Chlorine speciation
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HDPE samples were immersed in one of nine aging solutions with varying chlorine (Cl2) levels
(0, 45, and 250 ppm Cl2) and varying temperature (23°, 37° and 70°C) and stored in the dark.
Samples were rinsed and immersed in a new solution every three days, at which point each
solution was measured for changes in pH, Cl2 and alkalinity levels. Of the six Cl2 solutions
tested, solutions of 45 ppm Cl2 at 23°C and 37°C were found to be the most stable, with no
significant changes to pH, Cl2 concentration or alkalinity over a three day time period. Pipes that
had been aged in the 45 ppm Cl2 at 37°C showed a characteristic carbonyl formation near 1710
and 1730 cm-1.

The formation of this functionality was detected as early as 720 h- with

increasing intensity up to 3884 h- well before oxidation induction time levels had gone to zero,
indicating the pipe was oxidized while antioxidants were still present.
Like Dietrich, Bourgine et al. wanted to see the effects of another common disinfectant,
chlorine dioxide (DOC), on the process of accelerated aging.43 Much interest in exists in
examining the effects of DOC on polyethylene pipe, as a massive HDPE breakdown in the south
of France occurred after only a few years of exposure to this disinfectant. Similar to Dietrich,
the authors maintained constant solution conditions, periodically titrating the water samples and
readjusting to initial conditions. The authors tested over a range of 1 to 100 ppm DOC at either
20° or 40°C over a twenty week period.

As expected, the authors found that antioxidant

consumption was greatest among single concentrations with increasing time, and increased with
increasing DOC concentration. Again, the formation of carbonyls were seen, however the
authors did note that the presence of these functional groups was superficial, extending only a
few hundred micrometers of the 4.5 mm sample. The authors speculate that a likely mechanism
behind the formation of the carbonyl is breakdown of hydroperoxides, forming an alkoxyl radical
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that undergoes beta-scission producing a carbonyl, and thus breaking the PE chain. While this
seems highly plausible, the authors did also note that the number of chain scission was not
proportional to the number of carbonyls, in fact there were approximately four times as many
carbonyls than chain scissions, indicating a chemical event that produced a carbonyl without
breaking the PE chain.
Though research has clearly indicated that addition of chlorine to water aids in the
consumption of anti-oxidants as well as the breakdown of the polymer chains, the exact species
involved in these mechanisms are still up for debate. Bradley and co-workers suggest that
chlorine is not in fact that culprit, but rather the addition of chlorine to form hypochlorous acid
leads to the formation of activated oxygen, which is responsible for the oxidation of the carbon
chain (Scheme 1-9):44

Scheme 1-9: Production of activated oxygen via chlorinated water

Bradley suggests that oxidation reduction potential is a better predictor of environmental stress
on polyalkene pipes than chlorine concentration alone.

While at every pH the oxidation

reduction potential increased with increasing chlorine concentration, this phenomenon did not
occur in a linear fashion. As such, free chlorine concentration, pH and trace metal concentration
should all be taken into consideration when studying an aqueous solution, rather than simply
chlorine content.
While HDPE oxidation serves as good evidence to suggest that free radicals are present
in chlorinated water, several studies have been conducted on chlorinated water solutions to detect
conclusively for the presence- and identification- of said free radicals. Using the spin trapping
reagent 5,5-Dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO), Hamada et al. was able to detect the
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presence of free radicals in chlorinated solutions via electron spin resonance (ESR).45 Using
DMPO, highly reactive, unstable radicals can be converted to a more stable radical and
identified.

(1-26)

The authors found that the presence of free radicals in aqueous solution was strongly dependant
on the chlorine concentration. The most abundant free radical that was identified was the
hydroxyl radical, being present in chlorinated solutions as low as 2mg/L chlorine. To further
confirm that the hydroxyl radical was indeed present, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), a known
hydroxyl radical scavenger was added to the chlorinated solutions.

The addition of this

scavenger notably decreased the DMPH-OH signal. At higher concentrations, several other
DMPO adducts were detected, all of which the authors suggest the hydroxyl radical contributes
too (Scheme 1-10).

Scheme 1-10: DMPO- hydroxyl radical products
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While several studies have pointed to the fact that anti-oxidants and stabilizers are
consumed prior to polymer degradation,46-49 few studies have used neat PE as a probe to
elucidate its degradation. Pukanszky and co-workers studied the relative effects of a 1-year
soaking period of distilled water on both stabilized and neat Phillips PE.50 The overall properties
of stabilized PE samples did not significantly change during the one year soaking in distilled
water- a marked difference from the results of Dietrich who found significant changes to PE
samples subjected to chlorinated water over a 144-day period. They did find that not only were
there significant changes to neat polyethylene, but that these changes varied based on the number
of extrusions each sample went, and were not consistent. For example, all samples showed a
change in color over the soaking period (increase in a yellowish tint), however samples extruded
only once showed a bell curve in yellowish tint, maxing out at 9 months and then decreasing,
whereas samples extracted 3 and 6 times produced a steady increase in yellowish tint. Similar
trends were seen in terms of mechanical properties; once extruded pipes showed a significant
decrease in tensile strength between 3 and 9 months, however “bounced back” to its pretreatment value at 12 months, while 3 and 6 time extruded samples stayed consistent throughout
the entire 12 month period.

The authors provided two possible explanations to these unusual

and unpredictable trends: 1) sample-to-sample variability, in which samples extruded only once
are more susceptible to extremes, however samples with a longer processing history are more
consistent in their behavior, and thus likely more consistent in chemical structure; or 2) During
the first processing of the PE, weak sites are formed (namely oxygen containing groups), which
decompose in water leading to chain extension, and thus a stronger polymer over time. More
severe processing history destroys weak sites prior to storage, so this trend is not seen.
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While processing clearly plays a significant role in the degradation of any PE sample, the
authors did note that all samples showed a strong correlation in all functional groups formed.
Although no correlation between soaking time and carbonyl content could be seen, there was a
near perfect correlation between vinyl concentration and relative carbonyl concentration
(namely, as vinyl concentration decreases, carbonyl concentration increases), and that the
amount of oxygen in the system determines the direction of the proceeding reactions. While the
authors conclude that these two functionalities are related to each other, exactly how they were
related could not be explained. They suggest a possible mechanism that fits with their results
(decrease in unsaturation, increase in carbonyl content and increase in methyl content), however
admit it is unlikely due to the formation of an unstable epoxy group (Scheme 1-11).

Scheme 1-11: Proposed mechanism of PE oxidation in distilled water

While PE pipe failure is clearly linked to oxidation, a direct mechanism for this failure has yet to
be discovered. Clearly, chlorine disinfectants increase the likelihood and time frame of this
failure, however a clear pathway of how this occurs must be formulated in order to better prevent
against premature PE pipe failure. Systematic accelerated aging studies that address the species,
conditions and mechanisms responsible for this failure are still necessary in order to get a
complete picture of PE pipe degradation.
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Table 1-1. Summary of literature rate constants for gas phase HO• reactions
Substrate
propane
n-butane
n-pentane
n-hexane
cyclopropane
cyclobutane
cyclopentane
cyclohexane
dimethyl ether
ethane
propane
n-butane
2-methylpropane
n-pentane
n-hexane
cyclopentane
cyclohexane
cycloheptane
cyclooctane
ethane
propane
n-butane
n-pentane
cyclopentane
d10-cyclopentane
cyclohexane
d12-cyclohexane
methanol
d-methanol

Notes
298K
298K
298K
298K
298K
298K
298K
298K
298K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
300K
297K
297K
297K
297K
295K
292K
295K
292K
294K
293K

Phase
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
gas
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k (L mol-1 s-1)
6.68 x109
1.43 x1010
2.23 x1010
3.12 x1010
4.60 x108
1.25 x1010
2.91 x1010
4.03 x1010
1.61 x1010
1.56 x109
5.67 x109
1.46 x1010
1.26 x1010
2.40 x1010
3.28 x1010
3.55 x1010
4.61 x1010
7.23 x1010
8.03 x1010
1.43 x109
7.29 x109
1.36 x1010
2.54 x1010
3.02 x1010
1.10 x1010
4.30 x1010
1.66 x1010
5.60 x 109
2.62 x 109

Ref.
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
19
19
19
19
23
23

Substrate
methanol
ethanol
Iso-propanol
tert-butanol
methanol
ethanol
iso-propanol
1-propanol
n-butyl amine
n-hexyl amine
n-octyl amine
di-butyl amine
tri-butyl amine
diethyl ether
acetone
methanol
ethanol
isopropyl alcohol
acetone
d6-acetone
dimethoxymethane
diethoxymethane
chloroform
acetonitrile
methane
ethylene
propylene
1-butene
isobutylene
butadiene

Notes
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293, pH=1
293, pH=1
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K
293K

Phase
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
aqueous
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k (L mol-1 s-1)
9.0 x108
2.2 x109
2.0 x109
6.2 x108
9.7 x108
1.9 x109
1.9 x109
2.8 x109
1.00 × 1010
1.31 × 1010
1.46 × 1010
1.81 × 1010
1.67 × 1010
3.9 x109
7.7 x107
4.7 x108
7.2 x108
1.74 x109
8.85 x107
2.50 x107
8.10 x108
9.20 x108
8.50 x106
2.12 x106
1.43 x108
4.1 x109
6.5 x109
6.5 x109
5.0 x109
6.5 x109

Ref.
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
29
29
29
29
29
51
51
51
51
51
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Chapter 2 How Hydroxyl Radical Reactivity is Modulated by Solvent
Contributions
This chapter represents a modified version and expansion of a published article centering
on hydroxyl radical reactivity in a non-aqueous solution.1 Contributions from co-authors of the
article are described as follows: Dr. Susan Mitroka, author of this dissertation, performed the
great majority of the experimental work and contributed significantly to the writing and editing
of the manuscript. Selected experiments were either performed or repeated by Ms. Stephanie
Zimmeck. Preparation for publication and selected calculations were done by Dr. James Tanko,
chair of the thesis committee and principal author of the manuscript. Finally Dr. Diego Troya (a
member of the thesis committee) performed a large basis of calculations as described in the text,
and provided significant intellectual contributions for this work.

1.

Mitroka, S.; Zimmeck, S.; Troya, D.; Tanko, J. M. How Solvent Modulates Hydroxyl

Radical Reactivity in Hydrogen Atom Abstractions. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, (9), 29072913.
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Abstract: The hydroxyl radical (HO•) is a highly reactive oxygen-centered radical whose
bimolecular rate constants for reaction with organic compounds (hydrogen atom abstraction)
approach the diffusion-controlled limit in aqueous solution. The results reported herein show that
hydroxyl radical is considerably less reactive in dipolar, aprotic solvents such as acetonitrile.
This diminished reactivity is explained on the basis of a polarized transition state for hydrogen
abstraction, in which the oxygen of the hydroxyl radical becomes highly negative, and can serve
as a hydrogen bond acceptor. Because acetonitrile cannot participate as a hydrogen bond donor,
the transition state cannot be stabilized by hydrogen bonding, and the reaction rate is lower—the
opposite is true when water is the solvent. This hypothesis explains hydroxyl radical reactivity
both in solution and in the gas phase, and may be the basis for a “containment strategy” used by
nature when hydroxyl radical is produced endogenously.
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2.1 Introduction
The hydroxyl radical (HO•) is recognized as the most reactive of the so-called reactive oxygen
species (ROS). In biology, HO• not only plays a role in disease but is also a vital part of the
body’s natural defense mechanisms. ROS are produced endogenously as a means of destroying
foreign antigens or abnormal cells. It is often stated that in biological systems, HO• reacts with
the first molecule it encounters.
The hydroxyl radical is also important in atmospheric chemistry because of its ability to
oxidize volatile organic pollutants, and has been referred to as the atmosphere’s “detergent.”1
Recently, Vohringer-Martinez et al. examined the role of water in the gas-phase reaction of the
hydroxyl radical with acetaldehyde, reporting that a water concentration of 3% led to an increase
in the rate of hydrogen abstraction (abstraction taking place from the aldehydic hydrogen).2 Their
hypothesis that hydrogen bonding to water in the transition state lowered the reaction barrier,
raises several intriguing questions: Why is hydrogen bonding to water is more important in the
transition state as compared to reactants? Is this stabilization unique to substrates with functional
groups that are capable of hydrogen bonding (such as the carbonyl group in acetalaldehyde)? Is
this stabilization also important for reactions of hydroxyl radical in solution? In short, how
general is this phenomenon, and can we understand it on molecular level?
Solvent polarity can have a huge effect on the kinetics of reactions involving, or forming,
charged species in solution. In contrast, reactions of neutral radicals are much less sensitive to
solvent polarity effects—mainly because charged species are not involved, and there is not a
significant change in dipole moment in the progression from reactants to transition state. Because
of this, other, more subtle solvent properties such as viscosity or internal pressure can influence
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the rate of certain radical reactions; such solvent effects are much more difficult to detect in polar
reactions because they are masked by the overwhelming effect of solvent polarity.3
For example, solvent viscosity can affect the rate and product distribution when radical
caged-pairs (geminate or diffusive) are involved. Internal pressure can influence rate if there is a
difference in the volume of the reactants compared to the transition state (∆Vact ≠ 0), and can
influence the relative rate of some radical reactions. However, these solvent effects are generally
small, with changes in rate or product distribution not much greater than an order of magnitude.3
Consequently, instances where solvent dramatically affects the rate or selectivity of reactions
involving neutral radicals are rare, and noteworthy.
The classic example of a significant solvent effect in a radical reaction involves free
radical chlorinations of alkanes conducted in benzene solvent. The chain-carrying chlorine atom
forms a complex with benzene, lowering its reactivity and increasing its selectivity (by nearly
two orders of magnitude) in hydrogen atom abstractions.3,

4

A more recent example of a

significant solvent effect was reported by Ingold and co-workers, who found that rate constants
for hydrogen atom abstractions from phenols were reduced in solvents where the phenol was
stabilized by hydrogen bonding.5 In this case, it was the reactivity of the substrate, not the
radical, which was diminished as a result of a solute/solvent interaction.
Until recently, pulse radiolysis was one of a few means of generating HO• in solution for
the determination of absolute reaction rates. Because this technique, by definition, involves the
radiolysis of water, solution phase studies of hydroxyl radical kinetics have largely been
conducted in water.6 As a result, relatively little is known about the reactivity of HO• in other
solvents. Recent developments have made it possible to study HO• in a non-aqueous
environment through the use of photolabile hydroxyl radical precursors. N-hydroxypyridine-2-
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thione (PSH), developed by Zard et al.,7 is one such precursor that, when photolyzed at 355 nm,
cleanly produces HO•.

(2-1)

Because the radical by-product (pyrithyl radical) is relatively stable, decaying on a
microsecond timescale, this precursor is an ideal candidate for studying the hydroxyl radical
kinetics in solution via laser flash photolysis (LFP).8-10
Platz, et al.9, 10 developed a method for “visualizing” the hydroxyl radical, which does not
have a convenient absorption in the UV-Vis: Hydroxyl radical addition to the ortho and para
positions of trans-stilbene produces an adduct with an absorption at 392 nm, allowing transstilbene to act as a viable spectroscopic probe for monitoring HO• kinetics. These workers also
noted a solvent effect on HO• reactivity: The rate constant for addition to aromatics (transstilbene, benzene) was observed to be lower in acetonitrile compared to water. Continued work
from this group, using trans-stilbene as a probe, gave similar results for a wide variety of
aromatic compounds.10 Molecular orbital calculations supported the notion that this was due to a
polarized transition state, reminiscent of the polar effect introduced by Russell,11 Walling,12 and
others13 for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions (vide infra). Other studies reporting Hammett
parameters for HO• addition reactions to aromatic compounds have given negative ρ+ values,
consistent with the buildup of negative charge on the hydroxyl moiety in the transition state.14, 15
The strong dipole that is formed in the transition state has the ability to be stabilized by the
surrounding solvent.
Very little is known about the kinetics of hydrogen abstractions by HO• in non-aqueous
solvents. The observations reported herein provide answers to all of the questions posed above
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and a comprehensive understanding of HO• reactivity in solution and the gas phase, correcting
what we now believe to be some of the misconceptions pertaining to the chemistry of HO• in
solution.

2.2 Results
The results of Platz et al. were initially verified in order to assess the validity and
reproducibility of the proposed methods. The rate constant for the reaction of HO• with transstilbene was determined by direct measurement using pseudo-first order kinetics as described in
Chapter 1. The rate constant was determined over a 12-fold concentration range of trans-stilbene
and found to be congruent with the published results. In addition to the trans-stilbene rate
constant, the rate constant for the reaction of the hydroxyl radical with acetonitrile can be
estimated from the intercept of the line. The upper limit of rate constant was approximated by
Platz to be 1.0 x 106 M-1 s-1, indicative of an extremely unreactive solvent.9
For trans-stilbene to be a viable probe, a concentration was needed that yielded a
sufficient signal in a suitable time frame. The observed rate constant is the sum of all the rates
within the system (Chapter 1); Thus a higher concentration of trans-stilbene might produce a
better signal, however adding a substrate (and thus increasing the rate) would bring the reaction
out of the time scale that can be monitored by laser flash photolysis. The concentration of transstilbene that gave optimal results in terms of both signal and rate was determined to be 1.5 mM
and was held constant for all reactions.
Platz noted an interesting phenomenon regarding this system: the signal at 392 nm
increased at the microsecond time scale- a time far too long to be attributable to HO• .
Simultaneously, a transient produced at 470 nm, ostensibly due to formation of the pyrithiyl
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radical, decreased. Platz attributed the increase in the 392 nm signal to the formation of a
pyrithiyl dimer, a theory initially proposed by Aveline et al.8:

(2-2)

While the production of another species that absorbs at the 392 nm has a great potential
to interfere with the kinetics being monitored, the pyrithiyl radical is a rather stable radicalunlikely to react anywhere near as rapidly as the hydroxyl radical. However to confirm that the
kinetics of the pyrithiyl radical produced do not interfere with HO• kinetics, an authentic sample
of the commercially available disulfide dimer, 2,2-dithiodipyridine, was used to determine the
apparent rate of decay for the pyrithiyl radical (monitored at 470 nm) as well as the apparent rate
of re-formation of the disulfide dimer (392 nm). Again, the results were consistent with the
previously reported data, with both the apparent rate of decay and rate of dimer formation being
on the microsecond time scale. As expected, the rate of formation of the dimer was identical to
the rate of decay for the pyrithiyl radical. Additionally, the rate of pyrithiyl radical decay was
measured in the presence of trans-stilbene. The rate of decay was analogous the rate of decay
with no trans-stilbene, indicating no observable interaction between trans-stilbene and the
pyrithiyl radical on the monitored time scale (Table 2-1).

Table 2-1. kapp for pyrithiyl radical (PyrS•) disappearance and 2,2-dithiodipyridine (PyrS—
SPyr) formation

PyrS• decay (470 nm)
PyrS—SPyr formation (392
nm)

kapp × 10-6(no trans-stilbene),
s-1
3.73

kapp × 10-6 (15 mM transstilbene present), s-1
2.10

2.96

N/A
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Rate constants for the reaction of HO• with a variety of substrates in acetonitrile are
summarized in Table 2. Compared to t-butoxyl radical,16 rate constants for hydrogen abstraction
by hydroxyl radical are generally two to three orders of magnitude greater. The high reactivity of
HO• is accompanied by low selectivity. For aliphatic hydrogens, the per-hydrogen reactivity is
approximately tertiary (13.9 ) > secondary (1.4) > primary (1.0), based upon a multiple
regression analysis of the results (assuming the global rate constant to be the sum of
contributions from each type of hydrogen). For the alcohols, the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group
is about 3x more reactive than a primary, aliphatic hydrogen.
Table 2-2 also summarizes rate constants for reactions of HO• in water obtained from the
literature. In cases where more than one value was available, these were averaged and reported
with 95% confidence limits. For hydrocarbons, the rate constants for hydrogen abstraction by
HO• are nearly two orders of magnitude lower in acetonitrile than in water solvent. When the
substrate possesses an electronegative substituent (halogen, carbonyl, etc.), this difference
diminishes to much less than an order of magnitude. However, the solvent effect is restored—the
rate constants in water are again, about two orders of magnitude greater than in acetonitrile,
when the substrate bears an electron donating group such as alkoxyl or hydroxyl.
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Table 2-2. Rate constants for hydrogen abstraction by HO• from various
organic substrates in CH3CN and H2Oa

kH(CH3CN) x 10Substrate

7

kH(H2O) x 10-7
(M-1s-1)

kH(H2O)/
kH(CH3C
N)

(CH3)3CC(CH3)3

(M-1s-1)
5.83 (± 0.61)

CH3(CH2)4CH3

4.48 (± 0.79)

660b

147

CH3(CH2)5CH3

6.24 (± 0.88)

770b

123

c-C6H11-CH3

4.22 (± 0.28)

710b

168

c-C6H12

6.72 (± 0.99)

b

610

90

(CH3)2CHCH(CH3)2

12.0 (± 3.90)

-

-

CH3(CH2)3OH

4.20 (± 0.98)

420 (± 33.4)c-f

100

CH3CH2OH

8.28 (± 3.20)

193(± 10.4)c-e,g-

23

-

j,l-p,ee

(CH3)2CHOH

7.19 (± 1.72)

200(± 24.0)c-

28

d,g,I,q-s

CH3OH

5.90 (± 0.67)

95(±4.4)c-g,I,k,m-n

(CH3)3COH

3.62 (± 0.03)

-

(CH3CH2)2O

4.56 (± 1.00)

355(± 127)s-t

78

CH3OC(CH3)3

4.35 (± 0.35)

160t

37

CH3CH2OC(CH3)3

1.78 (± 0.63)

225(±88 )u-v

126

t

16

C4H8O (THF)

3.50 (± 0.65)

410

117

CH2Cl2

7.63 (± 0.89)

8.8(±1.8 )w-y

1.2

(CH3)2CO

3.21 (± 1.16)

11.3(± 2.7) d,f,I,s

3.5

CHBr3

8.41 (± 2.32)

10.5(± 0.97)w,z

1

CHCl3

4.85 (± 0.92)

1.74(± 1.4)w, aa-dd

0.35

ClCH2CO2H

5.09 (± 0.96)
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f

4.3

0.85

a

The rate constants in water were obtained from the Notre Dame Radiation
Laboratory database (http://www.rcdc.nd.edu/index.html); these values were
verified by consulting the original papers. bReference 17; cReference 18;
d
Reference 19; eReference 20; fReference 21; gReference 22; hReference 23;
i
Reference 24; jReference 25; kReference 26; lReference 27; mReference 28;
n
Reference 29; oReference 30; pReference 31; qReference 32; rReference 33;
s
Reference 34; tReference 35; uReference 36; vReference 37; wReference 38;
x
Reference 39; yReference 40; zReference 41; aaReference 42; bbReference 43;
cc
Reference 44; ddReference 45; eeReference 46.

The results in Table 2-3 extend these observations: In going from neat acetonitrile to a
90% acetonitrile/water co-solvent, the rate constants increase by about a factor of two for the
hydrocarbons, but remain virtually unchanged for substrates with electronegative substituents.
(Higher proportions of water could not be used because of solubility problems).

Table 2-3. Rate constants for hydrogen abstraction by HO• from various
organic substrates in 90% CH3CN:H2O and 100% CH3CN

CH3(CH)4CH3

kH (CH3CN/H2O) x
10-7
(M-1s-1)
11.3 (± 1.04)

kH(CH3CN) x
10-7
(M-1s-1)
4.48 (± 0.79)

kH
(CH3CN/H2O)/
kH(CH3CN)
2.5

c-C6H10

15.2 (± 0.68)

6.72 (± 0.99)

2.3

(CH3)2CHCH(C

16.8 (± 0.81)

12.0 (± 3.90)

1.4

CH3CH2OH

11.1 (± 0.80)

8.28 (± 3.20)

1.3

CHBr3

8.33 (± 0.84)

8.41 (± 2.32)

1.0

CHCl3

4.26 (± 1.06)

4.85 (± 0.92)

0.9

Substrate

H3)2

Preparative-scale experiments were performed in acetonitrile, using cyclohexane and 2,3dimethylbutane as substrates. The photo-initiated (350 nm) reaction of PSH with alkanes yields
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the corresponding sulfides in good yield, presumably via the chain mechanism depicted in
Scheme 2-1.7

Scheme 2-1: Chain reaction of PSH

To ascertain relative reactivities of primary, secondary and tertiary hydrogens,
competition experiments were conducted using 2,3-dimethylbutane as the source for primary and
tertiary hydrogens, and cyclohexane as the source for secondary hydrogens. Rather than being
present in mM concentrations as with the laser flash experiments, the hydrocarbon substrates
were used in equimolar amounts as co-solvents. The derived relative reactivities in acetonitrile,
3o (15.2) > 2o (3.9) > 1o (1.0) compare favorably to the values estimated. The resulting products
from the reaction of PSH with these alkanes included the corresponding sulfides (Figure 2-1: 1 –
3) , as well as the pyrithiyl dimer (Figure 2-1: 4). Percent yields were determined to be 81.5%
and 83.5% for cyclohexane and dimethylbutane, respectively.
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Figure 2-1. Isolated products from the reaction of PSH and cyclohexane or 2,3-dimethylbutane
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Laser flash experiments were repeated using a solvent devoid of abstractable hydrogens,
specifically Freon 113 (1,1,2-trichlorotrifluoroethane). In this solvent, the rate constants for
hydrogen abstraction from cyclohexane and methanol were 7.3 (±0.5) x 107 and 9.2 (±1.1) x 107
M-1s-1, respectively, nearly identical to those measured in acetonitrile. Competition experiments
were also run in Freon-113, yielding relative reactivities of 3o (18.9) > 2o (1.9) > 1o (1.0). Again,
these results are consistent with what was attained using acetonitrile as a solvent.

2.3 Discussion
2.3.1 Identity of the Hydroxyl Radical
In the aqueous phase, the hydroxyl radical reacts almost instantaneously with a substrate,
showing little to no selectivity. While such drastic differences in rate constants can and will be
explained in the context of a solvent effect, it is important that we establish that we are
considering the hydroxyl radical in these reactions and not a byproduct, namely either PyrS• or
the resulting radical from solvent hydrogen atom abstraction, NCH2C•.

To provide new

evidence that eliminates NCH2C• or PyrS• from consideration as a hydrogen atom abstractors
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under these conditions, extensive experiments and research were conducted to- as much as
possible- eliminate these species as a possible contenders for hydrogen atom abstraction.

Several arguments based on both experimental and theoretical evidence can be made as to why
the hydroxyl radical must be responsible for this reactivity:

2.3.1.1 The transient generated via photolysis of PSH reacts both with the trans-stilbene
(probe) and added substrates (RH).
Let X• represent the radical produced from PSH. If X• reacts with both t-SB and RH
(Scheme 2), two phenomena should be observed as this is a parallel (pseudo) first order reaction:
a) The observed rate constant (kobs) should increase with increasing [RH] (constant [t-SB]), and
b) the intensity of the absorption arising from X•/t-SB should decrease with increasing [RH]
(because less of it is formed when RH is present). This is illustrated in Scheme 2-2.

Scheme 2-2: Parallel (pseudo) first order kinetics of X•
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The results for RH = 2,3-dimethylbutane (23DMB) are shown below in Figure 2-2. The value of
kobs increases with increasing [23DMB]; the slope of this line yields kH = 1.2 x 108 M

Figure 2-2. Plot of kobs (x) and signal intensity (☐) vs. [2,3-dimethylbutane]

In addition, the intensity of the absorption at 392 nm decreases with increasing
[23DMB]—as expected. This data can also be used (crudely) to estimate kH because

1 1
kH
1
=
[RH] +
I Io kSB [t − SB]
Io

(2-3)

where I and Io is the intensity of the 392 nm absorption in the presence and absence of RH ([tSB] held constant). From the slope and intercept of the I-1 vs. [RH] plot (kSB = 6.1 x 109 M-1s-1,
courtesy of Platz; [t-SB] = 0.0015 M), the derived value of kH is 1.3 x 108 M-1s-1, in nearly
perfect agreement with the value obtained from the variation of kobs.
(Note: Though the data for 23DMB is presented, the observations are similar for every substrate
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examined: kobs vs. concentration plots are linear; signal intensity decreases as substrate is added.)

2.3.1.2 X• cannot be NCH2C• or PyrS•
a) The same transient is formed (at nearly the same rate) when the solvent is changed to CCl4
(originally reported by Platz, confirmed by us) effectively ruling out NCH2C•. Moreover, it is
highly unlikely that the rate constant for reaction of NCH2C• with t-SB would be 6 x 109 M-1s-1
(The rate constant assigned by Platz for addition of HO• to t-SB).
However, to unambiguously demonstrate that NCH2C• was neither responsible for the
transient signal, nor the active hydrogen atom abstractor when substrates were added, the rate
constants for cyclohexane and methanol were also measured in Freon 113 (1,1,2trichlorotrifluoroethane). As observed for CH3CN solvent, kobs increased with increasing
substrate concentration, allowing the rate constant for hydrogen abstraction to be determined
from the slope of kobs vs. [substrate].

Table 2-4. Rate constant for hydrogen abstraction by HO• in
CH3CN and Freon-113

c-C6H12

k × 10-7(CH3CN), M-1s-1
6.72 (± 0.99)

k × 10-7(Freon-113), M-1s-1
7.3 (±0.5)

CH3OH

5.90 (± 0.67)

9.2 (±1.1)

The rate constants obtained in CH3CN and Freon 113 were nearly identical, consistent
with HO• as the (common) hydrogen abstractor. Accordingly, X• cannot be NCH2C•.
b) The reaction between NCH2C• and RH is expected to be too slow to be observed on the
nanosecond time scale, The C-H bond strength in the product (acetonitrile) is 85 kcal/mol, while
for a hydrocarbon it is 96 - 100 kcal/mol (depending on whether the hydrogen is primary,
secondary or tertiary). The energy of activation must be greater than or equal to the difference in
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bond strengths (≥ 11 kcal/mol), and allowing a generous pre-exponential factor of 1010 M-1s-1 for
a bimolecular reaction in solution means that the rate constant for this hypothetical process
would be less than 100 M-1s-1 (best case scenario). At the concentrations used in this study, this
process would occur in the millisecond (or longer) time regime. The aforementioned reactions
occur on the nanosecond time scale. (Moreover, because this process is so unfavorable, one
would expect NCH2C• high selectivity in H-atom abstractions. The timescale & low-selectivity
suggest a much more reactive species, namely HO•)
To further substantiate the difference in reactivity between HO• and NCH2C• with
common alkanes and quantify the activation energies mentioned above, barriers for hydrogen
abstraction from methane by these two radicals were calculated by Diego Troya using high-level
quantum-mechanical methods. Highly-accurate CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations indicate
that while the barrier for the HO•+CH4

H2O+H3C• reaction is relatively low (5.04 kcal/mol,

Table 3), the barrier for the NCH2C•+CH4

CH3CN+ H3C• reaction is much higher (18.58

kcal/mol). The large difference in the barriers leads to a difference in the rates for hydrogen
abstraction for HO• and NCH2C• of almost 10 orders of magnitude at room temperature.
Therefore, we strongly believe that virtually none of the reactive events observed are due to
hydrogen abstraction by the NCH2C• radical.further showing that X• cannot be NCH2C•.
c) PyrS•, generated by 355 nm irradiation of the corresponding disulfide, absorbs at 470 nm. The
buildup of the 392 nm transient (X•/t-SB adduct) occurs much more rapidly than the decay of the
470 nm transient (PyrS•). The reaction is dimerization, not addition to t-SB, as reported by Platz9
and earlier by Aveline.8 We also confirm this result and interpretation examining the disulfide
kinetics alone and in the presence of trans-stilbene.
Clearly, PyrS• does not react with t-SB in the time frame of these experiments, but
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rather, undergoes dimerization. Not only does PyrS• not act as a hydrogen atom abstractor, the
reverse reaction is preferred as thiols (RSH) are good hydrogen atom donors to alkyl radicals.
(There are reports that RS• can abstract hydrogen from reactive substrates, e.g., the a-C-H bond
of peptides;47 However, the rate constants are much lower than anything reported herein). X•
cannot be PyrS•.
d) Though addition of NCH2C• or PyrS• to t-SB can in principle occur, most likely addition
occurs to the C=C as opposed to the aromatic ring. The resulting benzyl radical will have λmax =
315 nm, not 392 nm. The only way to explain a 392 nm absorption is the addition of a highly
reactive (presumably HO•) to the aromatic ring (generating a highly conjugated radical), as was
discussed in depth by Platz in his JACS paper (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3. Absorptions from radical additions

e) Experiments performed on a preparative scale, under conditions of substantially higher
substrate concentrations indicate an extremely reactive, unselective species. The observed
selectivities (3o > 2o >1o) for H-abstraction from alkanes are very low (suggestive of a highly
reactive oxygen-centered radical) and completely consistent with the values derived from the
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LFP studies:

Preparative scale (acetonitrile): 3o (15) > 2o (4) > 1o (1.0)
LFP: 3o (14) > 2o (1.4) > 1o (1.0)
This selectivity data suggests that the same intermediate is involved in both the
preparative scale and LFP experiments, namely HO•.

When PSH is photolyzed in CH3CN

without added hydrocarbon, no products are detected that can be attributed to any reaction of
NCH2C•. (Presumably this species either dimerizes or disproportionates). Again, the only
detected product is the disulfide, arising from decomposition of PSH.
Unfortunately, these experiments and arguments do not prove that the observed chemistry
is attributable to hydroxyl radical. Rather, they only eliminate other reasonable alternative
explanations. In addition to the aforementioned trans-stilbene adducts with PyrS• and NCH2C•,
Platz and coworkers also considered, and eliminated, triplet stilbene and stilbene radical cation
as species giving rise to the 392 nm transient.
Computational studies provided no evidence for HO•/CH3CN complexes to explain the
diminished reactivity of hydroxyl radical in acetonitrile—our results in Freon 113 add additional
support this conclusion. Based upon the laser flash results and the accompanying product studies,
hydroxyl radical emerges as the most likely explanation for the observed chemistry.

2.3.2 Discussion of Polarized Transition State
Walling,12 Russell,4 and others13 have argued for the importance of a polar transition state
for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions. These results can be explained by taking their ideas one
step further (Figure 2-4): Because oxygen is more electronegative than carbon and hydrogen, in
the transition state for hydrogen abstraction, electron density is pulled towards the oxygen of the
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hydroxyl radical giving it a partial negative charge, and a partial positive charge on the RH
portion of the transition state. This development of negative charge on the oxygen of the
hydroxyl radical affords the opportunity for the solvent (H2O) to stabilize the transition state
through its polarity and/or ability to participate in hydrogen bonding. Table 2-3 shows that for
hydrocarbons, even 10% addition of water has a significant effect on the rate because the
transition state is so highly polarized. In contrast, when the substrate possesses electronegative
substituents (e.g., halogen, carbonyl), the transition state is less polarized because the substituent
competes for electron density; there is less transfer of negative charge to the oxygen of the
hydroxyl radical—hydrogen bonding interactions are expected to be weaker, thus explaining
why there is little to no rate enhancement in going from acetonitrile to water for these substrates.
It should be noted that the hydrogen on the hydroxyl radical (not involved in the reaction) bears
substantial positive charge in the reactant, transition state, and product. Although this hydrogen
can also participate in hydrogen bonding, this interaction does not affect the relative energies
because the charge on this hydrogen remains constant in the progression from reactant to
transition state to product.
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Figure 2-4. Formation of a polarized transition state for hydrogen atom abstraction from a
hydrocarbon by hydroxyl radical.

For alcohols and ethers, where H-abstraction also occurs at the α-carbon, we hypothesize
that the electron-withdrawing properties of oxygen in the substrate (manifested through an
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inductive effect), are offset by the resonance stabilization afforded by the lone pair of electrons
(Scheme 2-3). This resonance effect would thus allow the oxygen of the hydroxyl radical to
become highly negative so that hydrogen bonding interactions would again become important.
Presumably the effect of oxygen diminishes with distance so that the β-hydrogens (and beyond)
are aliphatic in nature, and the solvent effect on their reactivity is similar to the alkanes.

Scheme 2-3: Electron donation from oxygen in alcohols

In order to test these hypotheses, and assess how atomic charges on individual atoms vary
in the progression from reactants

transition state

product, molecular orbital calculations

were performed by James Tanko on the pertinent species for the reactions a) CH4 + HO•
CH3• + H2O, and b) Cl3CH + HO•

Cl3C• + H2O, and c) HOCH3 + HO•

HOCH2•

+ H2O at various levels of theory.48

In Figure 2-5, the charges obtained from a natural

population analysis at the MP2(full)/aug-cc-pVQZ//UHF/6-311G* levels are reported. It should
be noted that every level of theory (AM1, B3LYP/6-311G*, UHF/6-311G*) employed gave
virtually the same qualitative results. As the reactants approach the transition state, the hydrogen
being transferred becomes substantially more positive, and the oxygen, more negative, consistent
with the notion of a polarized transition state. However, the degree of polarization is far greater
for CH4 and CH3OH compared to CHCl3, as expected based upon the preceding discussion. The
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negative charge on the oxygen of hydroxyl radical in the transition state means that this oxygen
can be a hydrogen bond acceptor.

Figure 2-5. Atomic charges for the reaction of hydroxyl radical with CH4, CH3OH and CHCl3
obtained from natural population analysis of the reactants, transition states, and products at the
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As noted, there are in principle, two contributors to the observed solvent effect. In
addition to hydrogen bonding, it is also possible that solvent polarity plays a role in stabilizing
the transition state (relative to the reactants). However, the following analysis strongly suggests
that hydrogen bonding interactions in the transition state, rather than a simple solvent polarity
effect, is the etiology of the effect.
The free energy of solvation of a polar molecule in a polar solvent can be estimated by
the Kirkwood equation, and applied to the reaction between two polar molecules A + B
transition state (ts) via activated complex theory.49 The magnitude of the solvent effect depends
on the dipole moment (µ) and radius (r) of the transition state relative to reactants, and the
dielectric constant (ε) of the solvent as expressed in Eq. 2-2, where ln(ko) refers to the rate
constant in a solvent of dielectric constant of unity; εo is the permittivity of vacuum, and N, π, R
and T have their usual meanings.
ln k = ln ko +

N  µts2 µA2 µB2  ε −1 
− 

 −
4 πεo RT  rts3 rA3 rB3  2ε + 1
1

(2-4)

Using the dipole moments and radii for CH4, HO•, and (CH4/HO•)≠ obtained from
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations based on MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ geometries (vide infra), the
rate is actually predicted to be slightly greater in acetonitrile than water (kCH3CN/kH20 = 1.01).48
This result makes sense because one of the reactants (hydroxyl radical) possesses a significant
dipole moment; the transition state has a slightly lower dipole moment, and a larger radius. The
increased rate in water thus cannot arise simply because it is a more polar solvent than
acetonitrile, but rather because it is able to stabilize the developing negative charge on the
hydroxyl radical in the transition state by acting as a hydrogen bond donor. It should also be
noted that the results obtained in Freon 113 add further support to this hypothesis because a) the
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rate constants are the same as in acetonitrile, and b) Freon 113 has a substantially lower
dielectric constant than acetonitrile.
To further assess the contribution of dipolar interactions to the observed rate
enhancement in water, electronic-structure calculations of the HO• + CH4

H2O + CH3•

reaction barrier were performed by Diego Troya using implicit solvation models. CCSD(T)/augcc-pVDZ calculations with the polarized continuum model (PCM) using geometries and
frequencies calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level indicate that the reaction in water should
be slower than in acetonitrile or the gas phase.48 In effect, the barrier for the PCM calculations
using water as a solvent in the PCM model (6.76 kcal/mol) is larger than the barrier when using
acetonitrile as a solvent (5.86 kcal/mol). Both barriers are larger than the gas-phase barrier at that
level (5.03 kcal/mol). These predictions (based upon the PCM model, which does not account for
explicit hydrogen bonding) are in stark contrast with the experimental results in water solvent.
This “disparity” is easily reconciled if the transition state for hydrogen atom abstraction is
stabilized by hydrogen bonding in water solvent.
As a final confirmation of this interpretation, the effect of solvent water molecules on the
minimum-energy reaction path of the HO• + CH4

H2O + CH3• reaction was calculated.48

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were conducted at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
level, and energies were refined at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level. Qualitatively, when water
molecules were added to the calculations for the HO•/CH4 reaction, the resulting transition state
clearly shows that the water molecules properly align so as to stabilize the developing charges as
hypothesized. Quantitatively, the magnitude of the stabilization is consistent with the magnitude
of the observed kinetic solvent effect.
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Table 2-5 shows the calculated barriers and calculated relative rate constants for HO• +
CH4

H2O + CH3• with various water molecules hydrogen bonding to different sites of the

HO•/CH4 system either as donors or acceptors. One water molecule acting as hydrogen-bond
donor to the OH radical reduces the barrier by 1.52 kcal mol-1. On the other hand, if the solvating
water molecule acts as hydrogen-bond acceptor, the barrier increases by 0.32 kcal mol-1. If one
water molecule acts as hydrogen-bond donor and another one as hydrogen-bond acceptor, the
barrier decreases by 1.14 kcal mol-1. This decrease is almost a perfect balance between the 1.52
kcal mol-1 decrease and 0.32 kcal mol-1 increase in the barriers of the transition states with only
one molecule acting as donor or acceptor, respectively, suggesting that the effect of individual
water molecules might be additive. Attempts to study the reaction in which two water molecules
act as hydrogen-bond donors failed to locate the appropriate reagents conformation. In effect,
even though a transition state in which two water molecules are acting as hydrogen-bond donors
was located, optimizations of the OH radical with two water molecules acting as hydrogen-bond
donors always led to the isomer in which one water molecule acts as hydrogen-bond donor and
the other is an acceptor.
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Table 2-5. Barriers of the HO• + CH4

a

H2O + CH3• reaction with various levels of solvationa

# of waters

# of HB
acceptors

# of HB
donors

Barrier
(kcal/mol)

krel

0

0

0

5.04

1.0

1

0

1

3.48

13.9

1

1

0

5.25

0.7

2

1

1

3.90

6.8

3

1

2

2.37

90.2

Energies calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level using geometries and harmonic

frequencies obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. The barriers correspond to enthalpies of
activation at 0 K.
Finally, the barrier of the HO• + CH4

H2O + CH3• reaction with two water molecules

acting as hydrogen bond donors, and one water molecule acting as hydrogen bond acceptor was
calculated.48 The decrease in the barrier for this solvation level with respect to the unsolvated
system is 2.37 kcal/mol-1, with a relative rate enhancement consistent with experimental results.
Various attempts to include additional water molecules that are in direct contact with the OH
radical at the transition state led to solvation of any of the three water molecules forming the first
solvation sphere, as expected.
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2.4 Conclusions
The hypothesis that the hydroxyl radical reacts through a polar transition state is fully
supported by the experimental and theoretical data obtained in this study. As a consequence of
this polarization, hydrogen bonding to water stabilizes the transition state resulting in larger rate
constants when water is the solvent. This explanation also predicts that the magnitude of the
solvent effect will decrease when electronegative substituents are present on the α-carbon of the
substrate. The solvent effect is also significant when the substrate possesses electron-donating
substituents, presumably because of competing inductive (electron withdrawing) and resonance
(electron donating) effects.
These results extend the observations of Platz, and coworkers,9,

10

who argued for a

highly polarized transition state for the addition of HO• to aromatic substrates to explain a nearly
two order of magnitude diminution in rate in acetonitrile compared to water. For these additions,
calculations suggested that the hydroxyl moiety was nearly anionic in the transition state,
providing a clear opportunity for water stabilization via hydrogen bonding. The effect water has
on modulating HO• reactivity has enormous implications. In biological systems, this means that
HO• may be less reactive in the hydrophobic regions of a cell than previously believed, i.e.,
hydroxyl radical does not necessarily react with the first molecule it encounters. Indeed, Nature
may use this as a containment strategy when hydroxyl radical is produced naturally within cells.
Based upon rate measurements in water, reactions of HO• were generally thought to be
diffusion-controlled. Consequently, it has been assumed that attempts to protect against the
damaging effects of HO• through the use of antioxidants are doomed to failure because a
successful defense strategy requires a degree of selectivity to be demonstrated by the reactive
radical. The radical must react preferentially with antioxidant, rather than the molecule or
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materials which one is trying to protect, in order for any defense system to be effective. Our
results demonstrate that such selectivity might be attainable in a hydrophobic environment.
Finally, it should be stressed that the ideas presented herein provide a molecular-level
understanding of hydroxyl radical reactivity both in solution and the gas phase.

2.5 Experimental
2.5.1 Materials. All of the solvents and fine chemicals used in this study were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich. Liquid substrates were distilled and N-hydroxypyridine-2-thione was
recrystallized prior to use.

2.5.2 Apparatus. Steady-state UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard diode array
UV-vis spectrophotometer (HP 8452A). Laser flash photolysis experiments were conducted
using an Applied Photophysic LKS.60 spectrometer using the third harmonic of a Continuum
Surelite I-10 Nd:YAG laser (4-6 ns pulse, 355 nm). Transient signals were monitored by a
Hewlett-Packard Infinium digital oscilloscope and analyzed with the Applied Photophysics
SpectraKinetic Workstation software package (v. 4.59).

2.5.3 Laser Flash Photolysis (LFP). Substrates were prepared in acetonitrile, carbon
tetrachloride, Freon-113 or an acetonitrile:water co-solvent, and deoxygenated prior to
photolysis. (Steady-state UV-vis spectra were recorded to verify that N-hydroxypyridine-2thione was the only species absorbing at the excitation wavelength). In all LFP experiments, a
fixed concentration of trans-stilbene (0.0015M) was utilized as a spectroscopic probe,
monitoring the signal buildup at 392 nm. Low laser power (ca. 10 – 20 mJ) was used in all
experiments to eliminate any laser power dependency to the observed rate constants thereby,
minimizing the contributions of radical-radical reactions to the observed rate constant. Substrate
concentrations were varied over a factor of at least 10 over five to seven separate experiments.
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Rate constants were averaged and determined with 95% confidence limits. R-squared values
were ≥0.90 for all concentration profiles. A sample transient and concentration gradient is
demonstrated in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6. Hydrogen abstraction from tetramethylbutane by HO•
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[tetramethylbutane], M

kobs(10-7),
s-1

Standard
Deviation(10-7)

0.011
0.021

0.96
0.99

0.024
0.027

0.042

1.14

0.049

0.063

1.23

0.033

0.084

1.39

0.033

0.105

1.50

0.028

2.5.4 Calculations. Electronic structure calculations were performed using either the Spartan
0450 molecular modeling software or Gaussian 03.50

2.5.5 Competition Experiments. Products used in competition experiments were synthesized,
isolated and characterized using NMR, IR, GC/MS and High Resolution GC/MS (HRMS). Equal
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molar amounts (153 mM) of 2,3 dimethylbutane and cyclohexane were irradiated at 350 nM with
4.7 mM N-hydroxypyridinethione in acetonitrile for 30 minutes.

2.5.5.1 Product Isolation/Characterization. To isolate products from the reaction mixtures,
column chromatography was performed using Sigma-Aldrich neutral aluminum oxide,
Brockmann I, standard grade (~150 mesh, 58 angstrom). TLC analyses were performed on
commercial aluminum sheets.

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich without further

purification unless otherwise noted.
Infrared Spectroscopy was conducted using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One Fourier
Transform Infrared spectrometer (Waltham, MA) in Attenuated Transform Reflectance (ATR)
mode with a ZnSe crystal at 4 cm–1 resolution. Background was determined using 50 scans from
4000 to 600 cm–1, and 25 scans were conducted for each sample also over this range. 1HNMR
spectra were taken on a Varian Inova 400 MHz spectrometer. All chemical shifts were given in δ
value with tetramethylsilane as an internal standard. Gas chromatographic/mass spectral analyses
were obtained on a HP MSD low-resolution GCMS. High resolution mass spectra were obtained
on an Agilent LC-ESI-TOF under FAB conditions. Gas chromatographic analyses were
performed on a Hewlett-Packard HP 5890 A instrument equipped with an FID detector and an
HP 3393A reporting integrator using a 30 m SE-54 capillary column (0.25 mm diameter).
2-(cyclohexylthio)pyridine (Figure 2-1:1) was prepared following the general procedure. The
compound was isolated using a neutral alumina column with a 1:1 diethyl ether:hexane system.
The compound is a yellow liquid and has previously been synthesized an characterized:51 IR
(CH2Cl2) 2929/2852, 1450/1413, 1338, 1263, 1115 cm-1; 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ 1.2-1.8 (m, 8H),
2.0-2.2 (m, 2H), 3.7-3.9 (m, 1H), 6.9 (m, 1H), 7.1 (m, 1H), 7.4 (m, 1H), 8.4 (m, 1H) MS, m/e
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(relative intensity): 193 (M+, 27.4), 111 (100); Exact Mass (HRMS): 193.093, Exact Mass
(calculated): 193.093
2-(2,3-dimethylbutylthio)pyridine (Figure 2-1:2) and 2-(2,3-dimethylbutan-2-ylthio)pyridine
(Figure 2-1:3) were prepared following the general procedure. The compounds were isolated
using a neutral alumina column with a 1:3 diethyl ether:hexane system, but could not be
separated from each other. (The ratio of isomers was determined by 1HNMR, and confirmed by
GC). The compounds are a yellow liquid.
IR (CH2Cl2) 2962/2875, 1450/1413, 1377, 1265/1277, 1087 cm-1.; NMR (CDCl3) δ 0.9-1.8
(overlay of several multiplets), 2.10-2.2 (septuplet, 3H), 2.9-3.0 (q, 1H), 3.25-3.35 (q, 1H), 7.1
(m, 1H), 7.4 (m, 4H), 7.7 (m, 4H), 8.3 (m, 4H)

2-(2,3-dimethylbutylthio)pyridine: MS, m/e (relative intensity): 193 (M+, 9.1), 111 (100);
Exact Mass (HRMS): 195.1904, Exact Mass (calculated): 195.1082

2-(2,3-dimethylbutan-2-ylthio)pyridine: MS, m/e (relative intensity): 195 (M+, 0.6), 111
(100), Exact Mass (HRMS): 195.1904, Exact Mass (calculated): 195.1082
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Chapter 3 Mechanistic Degradation of High Density Polyethylene Potable
Water Materials

Contributions
This chapter represents an extension and continuation of studies previously performed in
the Dietrich laboratory, with whom this work was a collaborative effort.1 Ms. Susan Mitroka
was primary author of the resulting manuscript and performed the majority of experimental
procedures. Mr. Timothy Smiley performed all pipe extraction and HDPE pipe liquid/liquid
extraction experiments. Dr. Andrew Whelton (former member of the Dietrich lab) contributed
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Abstract: Accelerated aging conditions with chlorinated water solutions that minimize variations in
solution chemistry were used in 160 - 190 day (3840 - 4560 h) immersion studies of high density
polyethylene (HDPE) pipe and anti-oxidant (AO) free HDPE resin. Samples were periodically
characterized for changes in visual appearance and surface chemistry using infrared spectroscopy.
Formation of surface carbonyl bonds were detected for both HDPE pipe and AO free HDPE resin
samples. Isotopic

18

O2 gas was then used to assess the source (or one of the sources) of the carbonyl

oxygen. Liquid/liquid extractions from the water of both HDPE pipe and AO free HDPE resin samples
indicated the formation of novel HDPE breakdown products which can leach into water. From this data,
species involved in the breakdown of HDPE pipe have been identified, and a possible mechanism for the
polyalkene breakdown is proposed.
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3.1 Introduction
Polyethylene (PE) pipes are becoming increasingly popular as a means of water transport
for industrial and residential applications. PE pipes compose a third of the world’s plastic pipe
demand, with their low cost and durability making them an attractive option for transport of
disinfected drinking water.1 Currently, medium density polyethylene (MDPE) and high density
polyethylene (HDPE) resins are commonly used and approved for cold water applications at
about 25 ºC or less, well above their glass-transition temperature (Tg) and comfortably below
their reported melting temperatures (Tm). These pipes are known to have a high degree of
flexibility and unusually tough resistance to stress; HDPE pipes survived a tremendous
earthquake in Kobe Japan, which led to massive destruction and fatalities due to ruptured gas
lines. All damage was reportedly due to steel pipe failure, with no indication of HDPE pipes
failing.2, 3
While these pipes have projected 50 to 100 year service life, chlorinated water exposure
greatly decreases this value,1, 4-7 with studies indicating that the actual usage time under severe
conditions being less than ten years.7 Additives such as phosphate, hindered phenol antioxidants,
carbon black, and UV stabilizers provide a great amount of oxidative resistance, yet over
repeated exposure to chlorinated water, these stabilizers are expended, leaving the polyalkene
open to oxidative attack.4, 5, 8, 9
Long-term exposure to water containing free available chlorine is known to have a
damaging effect on PE pipe mechanical, surface, and morphological characteristics, however the
exact mechanism behind these processes remains a bit of a mystery.1, 4, 5, 9, 10 PE pipe failure
depends on a variety of different factors, including chemical structure of the polymer (e.g., the
presence of reactive unsaturated sites), temperature, water pH, free available chlorine
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concentration, and exposure time. At low stresses (as is generally the case in water transport) the
failure one of these pipes is due to the slow and consistent growth of a crack,2 generally initiated
at the surface of the pipe exposed to the water.4, 6 It is generally reported that PE oxidation does
not occur until antioxidants have been depleted- at least from the surface of the pipe exposed to
chlorinated water,4, 5, 9 which is then susceptible to oxidative attack. Although many of these
studies were performed under extreme conditions not representative of disinfected drinking
water (such as temperature up to 105°C and aqueous chlorine concentrations exceeding 100,000
mg/L), it would be expected that the same phenomena would occur under drinking water
conditions but over longer periods of time.
The proposed first major stage of PE pressure pipe degradation is chlorinated water
attack on the pipe surface, resulting in characteristic functional groups of oxygen, chlorine,
hydroxyl, and vinyl components that can be detected by FTIR. Previous work from this group
and others have established that when HDPE pipe samples are subjected to constant chlorinated
accelerated aging conditions, the first functionality to appear is a carbonyl stretch at 1715 cm-1.1,
10

These carbonyls on the inner diameter of the pipe are precursors to the formation of

microcracks, eventually evolving into macrocracks, leading to pipe failure.10 While these
components are characteristic of most HDPE accelerated aging studies involving chlorinated
water, there is no consensus of either what species are involved in this process, or what the
mechanism leading to these changes might be. This initial fracturing of the alkane structure is
what eventually leads to microcracks, which propagate through the pipe wall until the water
pressure exceeds the pipe’s mechanical strength, leading to pipe rupture.2, 4
Species involved in chlorine water degradation of HDPE pipe are still evasive, and yet
knowledge of these species is fundamental to understanding the mechanistic breakdown of these
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pipes. Chorine speciation depends on the pH, which directly affects the degree of polymer
oxidation. For typical drinking waters in the US, where the pH of water is near 7.0, HOCl is the
dominant species. Besides the chlorine radical itself, evidence has been reported that indicates
reactive oxygen species are present in chlorinated aqueous solutions.11 Molecular oxygen has
been linked to the degradation of other polyethylenes and may be a contributing factor. Bradley
reported that chlorinated water oxidation is not a function of direct interactions between the
polymer and chlorine, rather the presence of HOCl results in the formation of activated oxygen,
which is responsible for polyalkene pipe degradation (Scheme 3-1).7

Scheme 3-1: HOCl degradation to HCl and O2

The research goal was to identify the species and mechanism(s) behind the oxidative breakdown
of HDPE under accelerated aging conditions that more closely resemble conditions of potable
drinking water. Our specific objectives were to: (1) differentiate between oxidation of HDPE
pipe (containing additives) and anti-oxidant (AO) free HDPE resin (2) decipher the source of
oxygen leading to the carbonyl peak and deduce any additional HDPE degradation products and
(3) provide a mechanism for HDPE degradation.

3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Materials and Polymer Preparation.
AO free HDPE resin, CPChem HDPE, was obtained from Chevron-Phillips with a reported
density of 0.955 g/cm3, Mw= 317.48 kg/mol, and Mn= 9.37 kg/mol. AO free HDPE resin was
obtained as a powder and melt pressed under argon into 0.58 mm sheets (5.0 cm x 5.0 cm) at
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135°C for approximately 3 minutes.

HDPE potable water pipe 19 mm in diameter, standard

inner diameter dimension ratio of 9 mm, and reported density of 0.954 g/cm3 was commercially
obtained. Dog-bone shaped samples were cut from both the HDPE pipe and AO free AO free
HDPE resin using a microtensile die Dewes Gumbs Die Company, Inc. (Long Island City, NY).
All samples were then thrice rinsed in distilled water and were dried at room temperature for 48
h. All samples were 2.0 cm in length; AO free HDPE resin samples had a thickness of 0.58 mm
and HDPE pipe samples had a thickness of 2.6 mm.

3.2.2 Water Quality Measurements and Accelerated Aging Methods.
Aging solutions were prepared with reagent water from a Barnstead (Dubuque, IA)
Nanopure® ultrapure water system, 6.5% sodium hypochlorite, and sodium bicarbonate. Water
pH was adjusted with hydrochloric acid, and pH was measured using a bench-top Accumet™ pH
Meter 910 with probe. Alkalinity was measured by titration with 0.025 N sulfuric acid to an endpoint pH of 4.5 in accordance with Standard Method 2320(B).12 Free chlorine concentration was
measured by titrating test solutions with added potassium iodide and glacial acetic acid using
0.025 N sodium thiosulfate according to Standard Method 4500-Cl(B).12
Fifty die-cut dog-bone shaped AO free HDPE resin or HDPE pipe samples were placed
in separate 500 mL glass bottles with polypropylene caps. 500 mL aqueous solution of two
chlorine concentrations were used for each set of samples: for HDPE pipe, 500 mg/L and 50
mg/L aqueous chlorine concentrations were used; for AO free HDPE resin, 250 mg/L and 50
mg/L aqueous chlorine concentrations were used. All solutions initially contained 50 mg/L
alkalinity (added as sodium bicarbonate) at pH 6.5 and the aging solution was changed every 3
days. At each 3 day time point, water pH, free available chlorine, and alkalinity were measured
and samples were rinsed thrice with reagent water before being placed in new aging solutions. A
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smaller scale experiment was also employed for each set of samples at each chlorine
concentration. This involved taking individual samples, which were initially assessed by Fourier
Transform – Infrared (FT-IR) for any signs of oxidation prior to accelerated aging- and housing
them in smaller, individual glass volatile organic analyses (VOA) vials with approximately 10
mL of the appropriate aqueous solution. These samples were then re-assessed by FT-IR
spectroscopy and visual observation analyses in an effort to detect signs of oxidation/aging. The
aging experiments were stopped at 190 days (4560 hs) for the HDPE pipe samples and 160 days
(3840 hs) for AO free HDPE resin samples. All experiments were conducted in the dark with no
agitation to the system at a constant temperature of 37°C.
Additionally, controls to assess the role of the polymer in the aging solution were
conducted using 50 mg/L, 250 mg/L and 500 mg/L aqueous chlorine solutions devoid of HDPE
samples. Water was evaluated for changes in pH, alkalinity and chlorine concentration as
previously described.

3.2.3 Polymer Characterization
Application of Characterization Techniques.
HDPE pipe and AO free HDPE resin samples from each concentration were periodically
assessed for oxidative damage through visual assessment and FT-IR spectroscopy. HDPE pipe
data is reported for days 45, 90 and 160. AO free HDPE resin data is reported for days 21, 90
and 160.

Surface Characteristics.
Surface chemistry was characterized using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One Fourier
Transform Infrared spectrometer (Waltham, MA) in Attenuated Transform Reflectance (ATR)
mode with a ZnSe crystal at 4 cm-1 resolution. Background was determined using 100 scans from
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3500 to 600 cm-1, and 25 scans were conducted for each sample also over this range. Select bond
indices were calculated based on IR data (relative to C—H bend frequency at 1462 cm-1). These
include: carbonyl (σ1715/ σ1462 and σ1742/ σ1462), vinyl (σ908/ σ1462), peroxide (σ1030/ σ1462), and
chlorine (σ660/ σ1462). The peak at 1462 cm-1 is used as a relative internal standard and assumes
that the amount of new bonds formed is small relative to the amount of unreacted C—H bonds.
Although this method does not provide an exact measure of new species formed, it does offer a
valid comparison for overall degradation over time. FT-IR spectra were taken at the surface of
each sample, probing approximately 2-3 microns into the polymer. Samples were also visually
assessed for changes in color.

3.2.3.1 Methylene Chloride Extractions
Liquid/Solid Extraction: Antioxidant Extraction and Aging In order to extract
additives from the HDPE pipe, a Kontes liquid/liquid, heavier than water micro scale apparatus
was used as a micro scale soxhlet extraction apparatus. Twelve samples of pipe were used for
each extraction and the weight was taken to the nearest 0.001 grams. A boiling chip and 75mL
of methylene chloride were placed in a 100 mL, 14/20 round bottom flask. Methylene chloride
was chosen as the solvent for the extraction, as it is able to dissolve many organic compounds
and can be refluxed at a low temperature (boiling point = 40°C) to reduce degradation of
extracted materials. The solvent/HDPE pipe system was refluxed for 12 h at 40°C. The extract
was then concentrated to 5 mL and kept for further evaluation. 50 samples of methylene chloride
extracted HDPE pipe and 50 samples of non-extracted HDPE pipe were separately aged in 500
mL of 250 mg/L aqueous solution previously described. Water was changed and monitored
every three days (Section 2.2).
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Liquid/Liquid Extraction. Liquid/liquid extractions were performed on three sets of
HDPE aging solutions: AO free HDPE resin, HDPE pipe, and methylene chloride extracted
HDPE pipe.
190 mL of each aging solution (AO free HDPE resin, HDPE pipe and methylene chloride
extracted HDPE pipe) were treated with 20 mL of methylene chloride, mixed, and allowed to
separate. This was performed in triplicate for each sample and methylene chloride was then
concentrated using the method mentioned earlier.
Liquid/liquid extractions were performed at Day 3, 9, 12, 15 and 18 for HDPE pipe and
methylene chloride extracted HDPE pipe aging solutions. Extractions were performed at Day 60
and 66 for AO free HDPE resin aging solutions.

Acetone Rinse. To ensure that antioxidants, antioxidant degradation products, and other
additives in HDPE pipe samples were not interfering with the monitoring of HDPE degradation,
HDPE pipe samples were rinsed with acetone prior to FT-IR calculation of bond indices.

3.2.4 Oxygen-18 labeled O2 Experiments.
Addition of 18O2 gas to Chlorinated Water Samples.
250 mg/L aqueous chlorine solutions were prepared as previously described. Each
experimental set-up consisted of one AO free HDPE resin dogbone sample and 10 mL 250 mg/L
aqueous chlorine solution in a high pressure vacuum tube. The HDPE-aqueous chlorine sample
underwent triplicate freeze- pump- thaw procedures on a high pressure vacuum line (in triplicate)
in order to remove any

16

O2 from the water and atmosphere.

18

O2 gas was first added to the

vacuum line (at 25 mT pressure), then transferred to the vacuum tube.

Approximately 8 to 12

mL of 18O2 gas (0.33 to 0.50 mmol) was added to each sample (the calculated density of 18O2 is
1.47 g/L at 1 atm and 25°C).
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Four AO free HDPE resin samples were individually contacted with 250 mg/L aqueous
chlorine. These samples were housed in the dark with no agitation to the system at a constant
temperature of 37°C for 3 weeks without water changing. One AO free HDPE resin sample was
kept at these conditions for three weeks, in which every three days the water was changed and
the above procedure was repeated. As a control, one AO free HDPE resin sample underwent the
same freeze, pump, thaw process, but was then exposed to an air environment. The control
sample was housed in the dark with no agitation to the system at a constant temperature of 37°C
for 3 weeks without water changing.

Addition of 18O2: Effect on Surface Characteristics.
Surface chemistry was characterized using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One Fourier
Transform Infrared as previously described. Select bond indices were calculated based on IR
data. Functional groups detected include: 16O carbonyl (σ1742 and 1715 / σ1462), 18O carbonyl (σ1648/

σ1462), vinyl (σ908/ σ1462),

16

O peroxide (σ1115/ σ1462),

18

O peroxide (σ1030/ σ1462), and chlorine

(σ660/ σ1462).

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Accelerated Aging: HDPE Pipe
Stability of Oxidant Solution During Aging. During the 190 day exposure period of
HDPE pipe samples with water changes every 72 h (3 days), free available chlorine levels for the
50 mg/L aqueous chlorine solution control and solutions containing HDPE pipe samples stayed
consistent, showing no measurable decrease in chlorine concentration, pH or alkalinity.
Conversely, the 500 mg/L aqueous chlorine solution showed consistent decreases in pH from pH
6.5 to about pH 6.0, decreases in alkalinity from 100 to 70 mg/L as sodium bicarbonate, and
decreases in chlorine concentration from 500 mg/L to 250-300 mg/L in the presence or absence
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of HDPE pipe samples. All three of these parameters were found to be significantly different
(p<0.05) after the three day period. The changes in both 500 mg/L aqueous chlorine solutions are
attributed to the decomposition of HOCl as outlined in Scheme 1, and the presence of
bicarbonate to provide buffer capacity and resist pH change.

Pipe Surface Chemistry Oxidation During Aging.
HDPE pipe surface oxidation occurred under both aging conditions as indicated by IR
spectroscopy data from Day 0, 45, 90 and 160. Detectable changes in absorbance were found at
each exposure time and both aqueous chlorine concentrations. Primarily, a broad carbonyl band,
likely representing a compilation of both an aldehyde and ketone carbonyl species13 was detected
with a maxima at 1742 and 1715 cm-1 respectively, and gradually increased in intensity under
both aging conditions (Table 3-1).
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Table 3-1. Relative intensities of carbonyl peaks in HDPE pipe
accelerated aging studies. % relative to C—H bend at 1462 cm-1.

Time

Day 0
Day 45
Day 90
Day 160

50 mg/L Cl2
1715 cm-1
0
18.1
22.3
36.5

500 mg/L Cl2

1742 cm-1
0
17.2
13.8
34.7

1715 cm-1
0
22.3
23.0
40.2

1742 cm-1
0
17.6
16.0
23.5

Despite a ten-fold difference in chlorine concentration, each samples from each time
interval showed similar carbonyl intensities.

Another interesting phenomenon was seen at

around day 90, in both the 50 mg/L and 500 mg/L chlorine aging conditions. The intensities of
the carbonyl absorbances were greatly increased, and multiple new bands (3300, 1690, 1298,
1174, 1050 cm-1; Figure 3-1) appeared. However after each sample was washed with acetone,
only characteristic carbonyl bands (1742 and 1715 cm-1) remained. These absorbances are
believed to be due to degraded antioxidants that were present or migrated to the surface, and
which were removed with acetone. Many of the Irganox® antioxidants contain carbonyls which
may have contributed to the activity in the 1550 cm-1 to 1800 cm-1 region.

Figure 3-1. a) IR of HDPE pipe sample after 90 days (2160 h) of accelerated aging at 500 mg/L
Cl2. Multiple bands are present (3300, 1690, 1298,1742, 1715, 1174, 1050 cm-1). b) IR of
sample after 2 minute wash with acetone.
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b

3.3.2 Accelerated Aging: AO free HDPE resin
Stability of Oxidant Solution During Aging. During the 160 day exposure period with
water changes every 72 h (3 days), free available chlorine levels for the 50 mg/L aqueous
chlorine solutions (control and solution containing AO free HDPE resin samples) stayed fairly
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consistent, showing no measurable decrease in chlorine concentration or alkalinity, however pH
did show a significant increase from 6.5 to about 6.9 (p<0.05). Conversely, the 250 mg/L
aqueous chlorine solutions (control and solution containing AO free HDPE resin samples)
exhibited no change in pH, yet did show a decreases in alkalinity from 100 to 80-90 mg/L as
sodium bicarbonate, and slight decreases in chlorine concentration from 250 mg/L to 200-250
mg/L, both of which were determined to be statistically significant (p<0.05).

Resin Oxidation During Aging.
Both 50 and 250 mg/L aqueous chlorine conditions resulted in AO free HDPE resin
surface oxidation (Table 3-2).

Detectable changes in absorbance were found for at each

exposure time. Primarily, a broad carbonyl band, likely representing a compilation of both an
aldehyde and ketone carbonyl species was detected at 1742 and 1715 cm-1 respectively and
gradually increased in intensity for both aging conditions. Again, in spite of significant
differences in aqueous chlorine concentration, each time point sample showed very similar
carbonyl intensities.

No bands that had been detected and attributed to antioxidant

decomposition in HDPE pipe samples were present at any time point during the AO free HDPE
resin aging.

Table 3-2. Relative intensities of carbonyl peaks in AO free HDPE
resin accelerated aging studies. Numbers reported as a percent of
1462 cm-1 peak (C—H stretch).

Time

Day 0
Day 21
Day 90
Day 160

50 mg/L Cl2
1715 cm-1
0
0
6.0
36.6

1742 cm-1
0
10.1
8.0
34.7
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250 mg/L Cl2
1715 cm-1
0
0
12.0
24.2

1742 cm-1
0
18
9.4
18.7

3.3.3 Accelerated Aging: 18O2 gas
Aged samples exposed to

18

O2 gas showed the presence of two carbonyl peaks,: one at

1715 cm-1, which would be expected for a typical saturated ketone containing molecular oxygen,
and another peak at 1648 cm-1, which is believed to be the result of a carbonyl with

18

incorporation (Figures 3-2).

Figure 3-2. a) IR of AO free HDPE resin sample after 21 days (504 h) of accelerated aging at
250 mg/L aqueous chlorine in the presence of 18O2. C16O stretch (ketone): 1715 cm-1 ; C18O
stretch (ketone): 1648 cm-1; Relative intensities (measured to C—H bend at 1462 cm-1): 9.1%
(1742cm-1) and 7.5% (1648 cm-1) b) Comparison of an 18O2 treated HDPE sample (black, 21
days) with normal aging sample (blue, 42 days).

a
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O

b
The shift in carbonyl intensity can be estimated using a variation of Hooke’s law. Using
this approximation, the bond is thought of as two masses (the atoms) joined by a spring (the
bond).

The bond between the two atoms is capable of oscillation; the frequency of this

oscillation is related to the force constant of the bond, as well as the masses of both atoms:

(3-1)

In this approximation, Mx is the molecular weight of carbon, My is the molecular weight of
oxygen, f is the force constant of the bond, and c is the speed of light. To determine the shift, the
equation was back calculated using the value of v= 1715 cm-1 for the carbonyl bond containing
molecular oxygen to obtain the value of f. The derived result predicts a carbonyl shift at 1668
cm-1. This shift to a lower frequency would be expected with an atom of higher atomic weight
(18O as opposed to 16O), since the frequency is inversely proportional to the molecular weight of
an atom for a given force constant. The calculated value for the shift is slightly higher than the
measured value (1648 cm-1).

However it should be noted that this is a mathematical
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approximation, and some degree of variance is to be expected. The shift in carbonyl peak
appeared in all resin samples exposed to the

18

O2 environment, and was absent in all resin

samples not exposed to 18O2.

Nucleophilic Substitution Reaction To assess the other source of carbonyl oxygen from
the 18O2 studies, samples containing both peaks (1715 cm-1 and 1648 cm-1) were immersed in a
slightly acidic aqueous solution to determine whether nucleophilic substitution was occurring,
leading to an exchange of oxygen. Nanopure® water solutions were adjusted to a pH of 6.5 with
sodium bicarbonate and hydrochloric acid. Samples were housed individually in 10 mL of water
at 37°C.

(3-2)

After three weeks of being immersed in the water system, a noticeable shift took place in
the relative intensities of each carbonyl peak (Figure 3-3). The 1742 cm-1 band increased, with a
simultaneous decrease in the intensity of the 1648 cm-1 peak.

Figure 3-3. a) AO free HDPE resin sample with both 16O (1742 cm-1) and 18O (1648 cm-1)
carbonyl bands present. Relative intensities (measured to C—H bend at 1462 cm-1): 9.1%
(1742cm-1) and 7.5% (1648 cm-1). b) Sample after 3 week immersion in slightly acidic aqueous
solution (pH= 6.5). Relative intensities (measured to 1462 cm-1): 18.3% (1742 cm-1) and 6.0%
(1648 cm-1).
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3.3.4 Liquid/Liquid Extraction
Extracted and Non-Extracted HDPE Pipe GC/MS data was analyzed by dividing the
peak area of interest by the peak area of the internal standard with the closest retention time.
Two unexpected compounds were found, 3-chloro-1,1-di-methylpropanol (DMCP) and 2,3dichloro-2-methylbutane (DCMB) (Figure 3-4).

Both compounds were identified through

library search matches of the mass spectra; while authentic samples were not available for
comparison, each compound from the liquid/liquid extraction showed a 90% or greater
correlation to the library match spectra.

Figure 3-4: Compounds obtained from liquid/liquid extraction of HDPE pipe

Figure 3-5 shows a summary of the production of these compounds over time. As it can be seen
in these figures, both extracted and new pipe showed an increase in each of the chlorinated
product over time. The extracted pipe showed slightly less of these products at later time points
than new pipe, perhaps due to the removal of small alkane chains during the extraction process.
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Figure 3-5. Graphs showing the relative abundance of a) DCMB and b) DMCP from new and
extracted HDPE pipes.

a
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b

AO free HDPE resin To better ascertain if the two isolated products (DCMP and
DCMB) were derived from an antioxidant or the HDPE polymer, a liquid/liquid extraction was
performed on Day 60 and Day 66 water solutions of the AO free HDPE resin aging experiment.
Both products obtained from the liquid/liquid extraction of the HDPE pipe were also obtained
from the AO free HDPE resin water extraction.

The amount of product was related to the

amount of chlorine present in the aging solution, with about 3 to 4 times more products obtained
from the 250 mg/L chlorinated water than the 50 mg/L chlorinated solution.

Competition Experiments Several researchers have indicated that a variety of radicals,
including the hydroxyl radical (HO•), chlorine radical (Cl•), O2 and the hypochlorite radical
(ClO•) may be present in chlorinated aqueous solutions,1,
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4, 10, 11

however the chemical

contributions of these radicals are not expected to be the same.

To identify the potential

hydrogen atom abstraction that initiates HDPE degradation, competition experiments were
conducted using 2,3-dimethylbutane as the source for primary and tertiary hydrogens, and
cyclohexane as the source for secondary hydrogens. While extremely reactive radicals, such as
the hydroxyl radical (HO•) or the chlorine radical (Cl•) would be expected to show little to no
selectivity, less reactive radicals (i.e. the peroxyl radical HOO•, hypochlorite radical ClO•, or
singlet O2)14-16 would favor abstraction of tertiary hydrogen, with lesser reactivity towards
secondary and primary hydrogen. Equimolar amounts (92 mmol) of each substrate were added
to 1 L of 250 mg/L aqueous chlorine and mixed in the dark for 6 h at room temperature.
Relative amounts of the chlorinated products were used to determine relative reactivities of the
hydrogen. The relative amounts of product were determined using GC/MS analysis, as discussed
in Chapter 2. 2-chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane and 1-chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane had previously been
synthesized and characterized by the group with correction factors (F) determined to be 0.974
for each product. Chlorocyclohexane was commercially available, with a correction factor
determined to be 0.953 (Figure 3-6)

Figure 3-6. Products and GC correction factors for small molecule chlorination study.

The derived relative reactivities were, 3o (4.5) > 2o (2) > 1o (1.0). These results closely match
the reactivities expected from the chlorine radical. However, this is a rather crude estimate, as
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we would expect the formation of far more products that simply the chlorinated species.
Clearly, the non-selective behavior indicates a highly reactive specie (or species) involved in the
first step of hydrogen atom abstraction.

3.4 Discussion
Several key findings can be noted from this work. One interesting note can be made about the
amount of chlorine in the accelerated aging study and the subsequent polymer degradation.
While HDPE pipe and AO free HDPE resin samples show an increase in carbonyl intensity over
time, there are not significant differences at any given point between aqueous chlorine
concentrations. As seen in Figure 3-7, the carbonyl bands from the HDPE pipe day 90 samples
overlap nearly perfectly. Despite the distinct loss of chlorine in the 500 mg/L aqueous chlorine
solution, carbonyl formation remains similar to the 50 mg/L Cl2 solution samples.
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Figure 3-7. Overlap of day 90 HDPE pipe carbonyl peaks (blue= 500 mg/L Cl2 aging
conditions; red= 50 mg/L Cl2 aging conditions.

This chlorine decrease is also seen when no polymer samples are present, indicating that the loss
of chlorine is not due to interaction with the HDPE pipe or antioxidants.
This of course raises the question of what is causing this chlorine depletion, and if/how
this phenomenon affects the degradation of the polymer. The likely reason for the chlorine loss is
degradation into hydrochloric acid and oxygen gas.7

18

O2 studies play a significant role in

helping to determine where this carbonyl oxygen is coming from; In the AO free HDPE resin
sample, the presence of

18

O2 causes both the appearance of a new carbonyl peak; however the

analogous peak that corresponds to

16

O is still present. Several different hypotheses could be

used to explain this: 1) not all molecular oxygen was removed, or molecular oxygen seeped in
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through a leak in the vacuum system, 2) molecular oxygen from water and/or hypochlorous acid
is involved in this process, or 3) molecular oxygen is produced through another means, namely
HOCl decomposition.7 Changes in aqueous chlorine concentration and alkalinity indicate that
perhaps some molecular oxygen is produced (Scheme 3-1), which may react directly with the
polymer in an auto-oxidative process. However, this instance would have to be relatively minor;
the amount of molecular oxygen produced due to the decomposition of HOCL would be
significantly less than the amount of

18

O2 added- at most only about one third (or 0.15 mmol

based on loss of free available chlorine).
Nucleophilic substitution reactions indicate that substitution of the carbonyl

18

O is

certainly a plausible explanation for the continued presence of a 1715 cm-1 peak. This is not
surprising given the slightly acidic environment and relative amounts of
present in the aging conditions. At a maximum, 0.50 mmol of

18

18

O and

16

O atoms

O2 was added to a sample-

corresponding to approximately 6.1 x 1020 atoms of 18O, or 3.05 x 1020 molecules of 18O2 capable
of interacting with the polymer. Conversely, there are approximately 3.23 x 1023 atoms of
present - a 1000-fold excess compared to

18

O. The large amount of

16

16

O

O present would make it

quite probable that some molecular oxygen be incorporated into the polymer, most likely via
both of the aforementioned processes.
All experimental results obtained in this study clearly indicate that O2 is directly involved
in the oxidation of HDPE. From the data obtained we propose the following mechanism for
degradation as highlighted in Scheme 3-2: hydrogen atom abstraction by a highly reactive
radical (eg Cl• or HO•) occurs from the alkane chain, producing a carbon centered radical, that
reacts with aqueous triplet oxygen. This produces a peroxyl on the polyalkane chain. Several
possibilities exist for peroxyl decomposition: 1) beta-cleavage to form an aldehyde or ketone,
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and a subsequent hydroxyl radical 2) a similar beta-cleavage aided by another radical in the
system18 or 3) breaking of the weak oxygen-oxygen bond leading to a carbon centered radical
and hydroxyl radical. It is believed that all of these mechanisms play a role in ketone/aldehyde
formation on the polyalkane chain.

Scheme 3-2: Mechanisms of HDPE Autooxidation. Several mechanisms are believed to
contribute to the formation of carbonyls: 1) beta-cleavage of the peroxyl 2) beta-cleavage aided
by another radical in the system 3) breaking of the weak oxygen-oxygen bond leading to the
additional formation of a carbon centered radical. The initiating radical (·X) may be one of
several different species.
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Similar autooxidative processes have been seen in macromolecules such as DNA, proteins and
lipids.18-22 While singlet oxygen is far less reactive (in terms of hydrogen atom abstraction) than
HO• and Cl•, its involvement in reproducing such highly reactive radicals makes it a major
contributor to polymer degradation.
Finally, we detect the presence of two novel HDPE degradation products via liquid/liquid
extraction

with

water

solutions,

3-chloro-1,1-di-methylpropanol

and

2,3-dichloro-2-

methylbutane. AO free HDPE resin- containing no antioxidants- showed the formation of both
products after exposure to chlorinated water, indicating formation via decomposition of the
polymer as opposed to an antioxidant. Non-extracted and methylene chloride extracted HDPE
pipe samples also showed formation of these products when exposed to chlorinated water. Of
interest to note, is that upon continued exposure to chlorinated water, new HDPE pipe samples
actually showed greater formation of these products compared to samples from which
antioxidants were extracted. This suggests that antioxidants may not provide significant defense
against the reactive radicals involved in DCMB and DMCP formation.
The mechanism of formation of these products is believed to be directly linked to the autooxidation process previously described (Scheme 3-2).

Again, it is the formation of low

molecular weight alkanes that contribute to the production of the two chlorinated species
(Scheme 3-3).
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Scheme 3-3: Possible mechanism of formation of DCMB and DMCP during auto-oxidation.
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While DCMB has not been thoroughly investigated for toxicological effects, DMCP is
known to be only slightly toxic by ingestion, with an LD 50 in rats of 110 mg/kg (oral exposure),
which is approximately two thirds of the LD 50 for caffeine (192 mg/kg, oral exposure). While
the toxicological effects of these byproducts appear to be minimal, their influence on taste or
odor properties of water may be more substantial.
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3.5 Conclusions
Carbonyl formation is the first observable step in HDPE degradation. Using AO free
HDPE resin devoid of antioxidants demonstrates that 1) the carbonyl functionality is the first
visible sign (via IR) of degradation and 2) the presence of this species is the direct result of
oxidation to the polymer, and not a decomposed antioxidant. The oxygen found in the carbonyl
is the result of autooxidation to the polymer; While it is likely that there is some nucleophilic
exchange with the aqueous environment, this only occurs after the initial oxidative process
outlined in Scheme 3-2.
Of interest to note is the lack of a detectable carbon chlorine bond present on the
polymer. While there is more than a ten-fold excess of chlorine (250 mg/L aqueous chlorine =
3.5 mmol) in the systems as compared to dissolved oxygen (which, at 37°C is approximately 0.2
mmol),23 no C-Cl bond is detected by IR. This is believed to be due primarily to the fact that a
C-Cl bond is simply more difficult to detect via IR- not that such a bond is absent. It’s clearly
known through the identification of other HDPE degradation products that Cl• can and does
interact with the alkane. Although not detectable, it is believed that chlorine does add to the
carbon centered radicals of the polymer in a similar fashion as the low molecular weight alkanes
shown in Scheme 3-3.
While visual characteristics of HDPE pipe are different between a 50 mg/L and 500 mg/L
Cl2 accelerated aging study, formation of the carbonyl moiety is unaffected by chlorine
concentration. AO free HDPE resin shows similar results, indicating the formation of the
carbonyl band is decidedly due to polymer oxidation, and is not an artifact of antioxidant
decomposition. Only a small amount of aqueous chlorine is necessary to initiate the ensuing
chain reaction, capable of producing more radicals that can react with the polymer surface.
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We have also discovered two novel HDPE degradation products, 3-chloro-1,1-dimethylpropanol and 2,3-dichloro-2-methylbutane.

Concentration of these products is both

related to chlorine concentration of the aqueous solution. These products are believed to be
formed from the reaction of smaller alkyl chains with chlorine and other reactive species in the
water.

Production of these compounds may serve as another means of monitoring HDPE

polymer degradation in accelerated aging studies.

Supporting Information. Representative IR spectra of aged HDPE pipe and AO free HDPE
resin samples are available online and in Appendix B of this dissertation.
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Chapter 3 Addendum
Two novel HDPE degradation products, 3-chloro-1,1-di-methylpropanol and 2,3-dichloro-2methylbutane, were identified during accelerated aging studies with AO free HDPE resin. The proposed
mechanism of formation in Chapter 3 (Scheme 3-3) considers a branch point as a necessary component to
create these compounds.

However subsequent investigation suggests that this branch point is not

necessary in the creation of either molecule.
Accelerated aging studies using an oligomer of polyethylene containing no tertiary hydrogen
(identified by 1HNMR: ∂0.92 (1H), ∂1.20 (8H)) were carried out in a 50 mg/L aqueous chlorine solution.
After 3 days, a methylene chloride liquid/liquid extraction confirmed the presence of both 3-chloro-1,1di-methylpropanol and 2,3-dichloro-2-methylbutane. Production of both compounds suggests that a
tertiary carbon need not be initially present in order to form the tertiary halide or tertiary alcohol.
While the exact mechanism of formation for these products is unknown, some key findings can
be reported from these studies:
1) GC/MS data strongly indicates the products to be a tertiary alcohol (m/z= 59 (100%)) and
tertiary chlorinated compound (m/z= 77 (100%); 79 (31%)). Thus while a tertiary carbon need not be
initially present for product formation, a tertiary structure is formed.
2) While products are consistently present in AO free HDPE resin and HDPE pipe aging
solutions, they are not present in control solutions including: AO free HDPE resin in 0mg/L Cl2 aqueous
solution, 50 mg/L Cl2 solution (no polymer), and CH2Cl2 blank
3) Authentic samples of 3-chloro-1,1-di-methylpropanol and 2,3-dichloro-2-methylbutane are
necessary to confirm identification of each product
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Chapter 4 Summary and Future Work
4.1 Introduction
Radical chemistry is a foundational component of atmospheric, synthetic, polymer and
biological sciences. While much attention has been paid over the years to how radical reactions
occur, many anomalies have not been fully addressed. Factors such as solvent effect are proving
to have much more of an impact on radical chemistry than previously believed. Additionally, the
high reactivity and low selectivity of radicals can have severe undesired consequences. Both the
hydroxyl radical and the chlorine radical are known to be extremely reactive and unselective
species.

This aggressive behavior often has particularly damaging effects, making it important

to understand- and when possible, protect against- undesired aspects of their reactivity. If a
“slowing down” of their reactivity could be achieved, radical trapping (via anti-oxidants) might
pose as a reasonable protection strategy against oxidation.
This preceding research aims to address such questions in order to get a better
understanding of how radicals react. Through direct examination of radical reactions, as well as
radical effects on a polymer, we can further recognize the processes taking place.

4.2 Solvent Effect and Polarized Transition state
One of the most significant contributions to solvent effects on radical chemistry was
established by Russell,1 who found that in the presence of an aromatic solvent, the photoinitiated chlorination of 2,3-dimethylbutane yielded far different results than the same reaction in
an aliphatic solvent. The chlorine radical shows a marked increase in selectivity when reacting
with 2,3-dimethylbutane, in an aromatic solvent, with yields of the 2-isomer reaching up to 95%
:
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Simply changing the solvent system from cyclohexane to benzene increases the yield of the 2isomer by nearly a factor of two under analogous conditions, and even further selectivity can be
obtained with increasing concentration of aromatic solvent (Table 1):

Table 4-1. Percent yield of 2-chloro-2,3-dimethylbutane
% Yield
Solvent (55°C)

Cyclohexane (4.0 M)

37.5

Benzene (4.0 M)

70.9

Benzene (8.0 M)

84.2

Russell explains this increased selectivity on the basis of a π-complex that is formed between the
free chlorine radical and the π electrons of the aromatic solvent. This complexed radical is less
reactive than the free chlorine radical, and therefore exhibits greater selectivity.
The question of what causes this increased stability can be found by looking at the nature
of the free chlorine radical.

Chlorine is an extremely electrophilic radical.

Any electron

contribution that the radical can receive from a solvent will provide a degree of stabilization, thus
increasing its selectivity (Figure 4-1):

Figure 4-1. π- complex stabilization of chlorine radical
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Electrophilic radicals, such as the chlorine radical or bromine radical, are also known to develop
a negative charge in their transition state during hydrogen atom abstraction reactions. Similarly,
the hydroxyl radical, which is also electron deficient, develops a charged transition state relative
to reactants and products. The charge build-up makes solvent a contributing factor to the rate of
the reaction; Similar to how the chlorine radical (reactant) is stabilized by an aromatic solvent,
the transition state- which is polarized- can be stabilized by its environment.
The notion of a polarized transition state is not limited to radical addition or abstraction;
Analogous trends can also be seen in homolysis reactions when there is an electronegativity gap
between the dissociating atoms. Goldberg, et al. reported that during the dissociation of a H3C—
X bond (where X is an atom more electronegative than CH3), ionization occurs, in which there is
an initial charge build-up during which decreases to zero as products are formed.2 Looking at the
homolytic dissociation of the C—OH bond in methanol, the authors calculated an increase in
ionization up to 1.8 angstroms, at which point ionization begins to decrease eventually leading to
neutral products. Ab initio calculations showed a direct correlation between the maximum radius
for ionization and bond dissociation energy; As bond dissociation energy decreases, the
corrected maximum distance for ionization decreases linearly. These radical reactions illustrate
that the transition state, whether early or late, may have characteristics different from both
reactants and products (which remain neutral).2

4.3 Auto-oxidation and Chain Reactions.
The hydroxyl and chlorine radicals are extremely destructive radicals. Additionally, both
have been known to be involved in chain reactions in which the reactive species is reproduced.
Examples of both auto-oxidation and a chain reaction in which the radicals are reproduced are
demonstrated in the degradation of HDPE (Chapter 3, Scheme 3-2 and Scheme 3-3).
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Many polyethylenes are known to be susceptible to auto-oxidation. Evidence suggests
that low density polyethylene will degrade in an auto-oxidative fashion when exposed to UV
radiation.3 Even cyclohexane, a small molecule of polyethylene, reacts with oxygen to undergo
an auto-oxidative process.4 In fact, auto-oxidation has been linked to the degradation of many
macromolecules. Almost all biological macromolecules are susceptible to oxidative processes
that create new radicals. Lipids, DNA (Chapter 4, Scheme 4-1) and proteins (Chapter 1, Scheme
1-7) all undergo similar auto-oxidative processes. It is the continuous generation of radicals that
contributes to the severity of oxidative disease and macromolecule deterioration.5-7

HDPE

studies show that an aqueous solution containing 50 mg/L Cl2 (9 mM) will start to oxidize HDPE
in simply a matter of weeks. Such powerful oxidants can have devastating effects in very small
doses due to their ability to propagate.

4.4 Selectivity
Clearly, both the hydroxyl and chlorine radicals are extremely aggressive.

Their

electrophilic nature and lack of steric hindrance cause the species to exhibit nearly no selectivity.
For biomolecules such as DNA, the hydroxyl radical can extract a hydrogen from any of the five
carbons of the deoxyribose sugar, and will react immediately at the location where it is formed.8
This extreme reactivity leads not only to DNA breakdown, but the formation of additional
radicals:
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Scheme 4-1: Hydroxyl induced DNA oxidation. Hydroxyl attack on the C-5 carbon of the
dexoyribose sugar leads to strand breakage and the formation of an aldehyde. The hydroxyl
radical is reproduced in a chain reaction under aerobic conditions.
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A similar lack of selectivity is seen in hyaluronan. The biomolecules, that are found in the
synovial fluid of the joints, are also susceptible to non-selective hydroxyl radical attack.9,

10

Again, under aerobic conditions the polymer degrades in an auto-oxidative type fashion,
reproducing the hydroxyl radical in a chain mechanism.
The chlorine radical’s reactivity is also known to be instantaneous, with relative rates for
hydrogen abstraction of 3.5 to 1 for tertiary and primary hydrogens and reaction rate constants at
near the diffussion-controlled limit.11 As such, both of these radicals have the ability to be
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extremely destructive. The lack of selectivity exhibited by these radicals makes trapping nearly
impossible. In order to make any kind of anti-oxidant defense useful, a degree of selectivity
must be obtained.
The results of Russell, as well as the results from this work, indicate that obtaining a
certain degree of selectivity might be possible, even for these extremely reactive radicals.
If radicals can be trapped, the results would be quite significant; In addition to reducing the
immediate damage from the radical, the continuous production of these species would be
eliminated.

4.5 Future Work
4.5.1 Oxygen Centered Radicals
While it is likely that the transition state polarization exhibited by the hydroxyl radical
would be a characteristic of all hydrogen atom abstraction reactions from alkoxyl radicals, the
extent to which this would occur may differ. Whether an alkyl group would affect the degree of
transition state polarization is unknown. With the exception of the tert-butoxyl radical, there is
very little kinetic data for the reactivity of alkoxyl radicals in solution. It’s also been recognized
that the tert-butoxyl radical behaves differently from other alkoxyl radicals; The large tert-butyl
group forces substantially increases the entropic factor of these reactions. Rather than hydrogen
cleavage based on enthalpic factors (bond dissociation energies), steric effects play a large role
in controlling relative reactivities of these radicals.12,

13

Smaller alkoxyl radicals (perhaps

methoxyl or ethoxyl) might also be subject to the same stabilization effects as the hydroxyl
experiences.
To assess the degree of polarization of alkoxyl radicals, as well as the relative entropic
effects, several other alkoxyl radicals need to be examined, both experimentally and
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calculationally. The methoxyl, ethoxyl and isopropoxyl radicals will give insight into both the
degree of polarization across alkoxyl radicals during hydrogen abstraction reactions, as well as a
better understanding of how sterics effect the relative contributions of enthalpy and entropy in
these reactions.
Arrhenius studies to determine the activation energies of these reactions are also needed
to better qualitatively understand the degree of polarization in the transition state. It would be
expected that a hydrogen abstraction reaction in acetonitrile would have a larger activation
energy than the analogous reaction in water, in which the transition state is stabilized. The
degree of this stabilization can be better assessed through comparison of activation energies for
each reaction. Also, variable temperature experiments would enable us to test the hypothesis that
the tert-butoxyl radical is entropy controlled (this hypothesis, which was developed from
previous work in the Tanko lab, is based upon experiments conducted at room temperature). The
experimental evidence at room temperature indicates ∆H‡ < T∆S‡. Since most of the tert-butoxyl
radical is aliphatic bulk, it is thought that the transition state for H-atom abstraction is more
ordered. A smaller radical may have more flexibility in terms of trajectory attack, and thus a
lower ∆S‡
Finally, the issue of hydroxyl radical reactivity with various biomolecules should be
accessed directly. The fact that the hydroxyl radical proceeds through a polarized transition state
indicates that perhaps it is less reactive in hydrophobic regions of the body, in which there would
be no hydrogen bonding stabilization. This would suggest that anti-oxidant defense systems
might be better targeted towards these regions, as the radical might be easier to trap and not
continue with the auto-oxidative process. Directly monitoring a biomolecule in both an aqueous
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and non-aqueous environment would be an excellent way to establish if- and how -this difference
in reactivity could be used to better halt the propagating radical chain.

4.5.2 High and Low Density Polyethylenes.
Oxygen is a main contributor to the oxidation of many macromolecules, including HDPE.
Though several of the species involved in the mechanistic breakdown of HDPE have been
determined and a mechanism has been proposed, other reactions also occur after the initial
oxidative process, leading to the presence of other functional groups such as vinylic, alcohol and
chlorine sites. These oxidative markers are more difficult to detect through IR spectroscopy; As
such, higher level techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which can
provide a better assessment of polymer surface degradation, need to be utilized.
HDPE is not conducive to other spectroscopic techniques (NMR, EPR, etc.) due to its
extremely low solubility. To utilize these techniques, and better assess the complexity of the
auto-oxidative process, low density polyethylene studies need to be conducted under analogous
circumstances. Using a lower molecular weight polymer will allow the use of other techniques
to decipher the presentation of other functionalities that may not be detectable by IR
spectroscopy, and help elucidate functionalities that may be ambiguous.
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Appendix A: Supporting Material for Chapter 2 How Solvent Modulates
Hydroxyl Radical Reactivity in Hydrogen Atom Abstractions

The following represents the supporting information for Chapter 2, and includes representative transient
traces for each substrate examined, kobs vs. concentration plots, the absolute energies and optimized
geometries of all calculated structures, and the complete Gaussian 03 citation.
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Figure 2-7. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.0105 M
tetramethylbutane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-8. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.015 M
hexane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-9. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.021 M
heptane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-10. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.100 M
methylcyclohexane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-11. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.030 M
cyclohexane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-12. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.015 M
dimethylbutane in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-13. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.016 M
1-butanol in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-14. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.015 M
ethanol in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-15. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.090 M
isopropanol in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-16. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.070 M
methanol in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-17. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.100 M
tert-butanol in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-18. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.015 M
diethyl ether in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-19. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.120 M
tert-butyl methyl ether in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-20. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.070 M
tert-butyl ethyl ether in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-21. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.100 M
tetrahydrofuran in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-22. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.020 M
methylene chloride in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-23. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.050 M
acetone in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-24. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
bromoform in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-25. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
chloroform in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-26. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.110 M
chloroacetic acid in acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-27. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with tetramethylbutane in acetonitrile
in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[tetramethylbutane],
M
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0.021
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0.028
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Figure 2-28. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with hexane in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[hexane], M
0.015
0.045
0.075
0.150
0.200
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0.005
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Figure 2-29. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with heptane in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[heptane], M
0.007
0.021
0.035
0.070
0.084
0.112

kobs(10-7),
s-1
1.36
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0.030
0.026
0.030
0.032
0.038
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Figure 2-30. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with methylcyclohexane in
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[methylcyclohexane],
M
kobs(10-7), s-1
0.015
1.03
0.045
1.34
0.100
1.42
0.150
1.64
0.220
1.98

Standard
Deviation (10-7)
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0.030
0.010
0.030
0.016

\
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Figure 2-31. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with cyclohexane in acetonitrile in
the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[cyclohexane],
M
0.015
0.021
0.030
0.045
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Figure 2-32. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with dimethylbutane in acetonitrile in
the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[dimethylbutane],
M
0.006
0.009
0.015
0.030
0.045
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0.026
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0.033
0.028
0.033
0.033
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Figure 2-33. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with 1-butanol in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[1-butanol], M
0.002
0.004
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0.028
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Figure 2-34. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with ethanol in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[ethanol], M
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Figure 2-35. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with isopropanol in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[iso-propanol],
M
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0.020
0.050
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Figure 2-36. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with methanol in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[methanol],
M
0.010
0.020
0.050
0.070
0.120
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kobs(10-7),
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0.045
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Figure 2-37. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with tert-butanol in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[t-butanol],
M
0.050
0.100
0.150
0.200
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Figure 2-38. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with diethyl ether in acetonitrile in
the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[diethyl ether],
M
0.015
0.030
0.045
0.060
0.100
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0.040
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Figure 2-39. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with tert-butyl methyl ether in
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[t-butyl methyl
ether], M
0.070
0.120
0.180
0.240
0.300

kobs(10-7),
s-1
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0.025
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Figure 2-40. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with tert-butyl ethyl ether in
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[t-butyl ethyl ether],
M
0.010
0.040
0.070
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0.035
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Figure 2-41. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with tetrahydrofuran in acetonitrile
in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[tetrahydrofuran],
M
0.010
0.050
0.100
0.150
0.200
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Figure 2-42. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with methylene chloride in
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[methylene
chloride], M
0.007
0.020
0.050
0.080
0.120
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Figure 2-43. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with acetone in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[acetone], M
0.010
0.020
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Figure 2-44. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with bromoform in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[bromoform],
M
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0.030
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Figure 2-45. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with chloroform in acetonitrile in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 392
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[chloroform], M
0.015
0.045
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Figure 2-46. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with chloroacetic acid in acetonitrile
in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the
392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[chloroacetic acid], M
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Figure 2-47. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.040 M
hexane in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-48. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
cyclohexane in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM
PSH.
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Figure 2-49. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
dimethylbutane in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM
PSH.
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Figure 2-50. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
ethanol in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-51. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
bromoform in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-52. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 392 nm in the presence of 0.040 M
chloroform in 10% water/ 90% acetonitrile generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-53. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with hexane in 10% water/90%
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

-7
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0.040
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Figure 2-54. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with cyclohexane in 10% water/90%
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[cyclohexane],
M
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0.015
0.021
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0.019
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Figure 2-55. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with dimethylbutane in 10%
water/90% acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe
(monitoring the buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[dimethylbutane],
M
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Figure 2-56. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with ethanol in 10% water/90%
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[ethanol], M
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Figure 2-57. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with bromoform in 10% water/90%
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)

[bromoform],
M
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Figure 2-58. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with chloroform in 10% water/90%
acetonitrile in the presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the
buildup of the 392 nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)
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Figure 2-59. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 412 nm in the presence of 0.030 M
methanol in Freon-113 generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-60. Transient signal for the buildup of HO-TS• at 412 nm in the presence of 0.045 M
cyclohexane in Freon-113 generated by laser flash photolysis of 0.65 mM PSH.
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Figure 2-61. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with methanol in Freon-113 in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 412
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)
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Figure 2-62. Concentration profile for the reaction of HO• with cyclohexane in Freon-113 in the
presence of 1.5 mM trans-stilbene as a spectroscopic probe (monitoring the buildup of the 412
nm transient attributable to HO-TS•)
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Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures
Table 2-7. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-75.67629933 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
0.000000 0.000000 -0.844410
2
8
0
0.000000 0.000000 0.105551
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2-8. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Water
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method RMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-76.38200398 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
0.000000 0.757769 -0.444216
2
8
0
0.000000 -0.000000 0.111054
3
1
0
-0.000000 -0.757769 -0.444216
--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-9. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Methane
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method RMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-40.45661379 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
0.625274 0.625274 0.625274
2
6
0
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
3
1
0
-0.625274 -0.625274 0.625274
4
1
0
0.625274 -0.625274 -0.625274
5
1
0
-0.625274 0.625274 -0.625274
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-10. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Methane/HO•
transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-116.12748772
a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
1.459316 -0.823394 0.000000
2
8
0
1.282289 0.106233 0.000000
3
1
0
0.087252 0.119545 0.000090
4
6
0
-1.219303 -0.010955 0.000000
5
1
0
-1.464769 -0.545274 0.904189
6
1
0
-1.464497 -0.547435 -0.902984
7
1
0
-1.559799 1.012419 -0.001289
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-11. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Methyl
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-39.77804050
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
-0.000000 0.000000 -1.072803
2
6
0
0.000000 -0.000000 0.000011
3
1
0
0.000000 0.929101 0.536370
4
1
0
-0.000000 -0.929101 0.536370
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-12. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Chloroform
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method RMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-1418.05187508
a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
17
0
0.970715 1.375629 0.000000
2
6
0
-0.380457 0.241326 0.000000
3
17
0
-0.380457 -0.754356 1.456292
4
17
0
-0.380457 -0.754356 -1.456292
5
1
0
-1.283891 0.814443 0.000000
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-13. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures:
Chloroform/HO• transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-1493.71826972
a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
17
0
1.080367 -0.068699 -1.373960
2
6
0
-0.013260 0.000306 0.028048
3
17
0
-0.926484 1.511911 0.096877
4
1
0
0.671055 -0.014253 1.017924
5
17
0
-1.044046 -1.429963 0.149408
6
1
0
2.394205 0.031166 1.626187
7
8
0
1.518384 -0.030496 2.044760
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-14. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Cl3C•
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-1417.38943784

a.u.

--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
17
0
-1.689693 -0.003763 -0.032288
2
6
0
-0.000309 -0.000001 0.274336
3
17
0
0.848161 -1.461250 -0.032268
4
17
0
0.841641 1.465013 -0.032268
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-15. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Methanol
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method RMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-115.62223681
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
-0.440133 1.060518 0.883708
2
6
0
0.045662 0.654014 0.000000
3
1
0
-0.440133 1.060518 -0.883708
4
8
0
0.045662 -0.744180 0.000000
5
1
0
1.077480 0.974056 0.000000
6
1
0
-0.836482 -1.065732 0.000000
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-16. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures:
Methanol/HO• transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-191.30373941
a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
0.668647 0.333158 0.058495
2
6
0
-0.583616 0.637501 -0.007364
3
1
0
-0.735284 1.223755 0.890974
4
8
0
-1.338957 -0.501331 -0.086257
5
1
0
-0.696276 1.214671 -0.910020
6
1
0
-1.299824 -0.980835 0.721081
7
1
0
1.785542 -0.677875 -0.679730
8
8
0
1.811318 -0.115903 0.081681
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-17. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HOCH2•
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method UMP2-FU
Basis Set
Aug-CC-pVQZ
E(MP2)
-114.95730684
a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
1
0
1.014128 1.135778 0.000000
2
6
0
0.049139 0.678000 0.000000
3
1
0
-0.875305 1.219882 0.000000
4
8
0
0.049139 -0.676324 0.000000
5
1
0
-0.826769 -1.013067 0.000000
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2-18. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: Methane
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T))
-0.40395771144D+02 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
0
-0.000000 0.000025 0.000000
2
1
0
0.754732 -0.797980 -0.000000
3
1
0
-1.003791 -0.445406 -0.000000
4
1
0
0.124530 0.621618 0.896702
5
1
0
0.124530 0.621618 -0.896702
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2-19. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.75584062909D+02 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
0.000000 0.000000 0.108367
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2
1
0
0.000000 0.000000 -0.866934
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2-20. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO-CH4
transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.11596953231D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
0
-0.048202 1.214767 0.000000
2
1
0
-0.137616 0.022705 0.000000
3
8
0
-0.048202 -1.313377 0.000000
4
1
0
0.924485 -1.369321 0.000000
5
1
0
-1.087360 1.564585 0.000000
6
1
0
0.487660 1.500222 0.912217
7
1
0
0.487660 1.500222 -0.912217
--------------------------------------------------------------------Table 2-21. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•---H2O
(Hydrogen bond donor)
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.15186400922D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
1.546697 -0.111691 0.000000
2
8
0
-1.412787 0.118597 -0.000002
3
1
0
1.508164 0.864218 0.000013
4
1
0
-0.540363 -0.304132 -0.000035
5
1
0
-2.039079 -0.615331 0.000032
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-22. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: CH4-HO•--H2O (Hydrogen bond donor) transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.19225315053D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
0
1.506520 -0.891588 -0.001522
2
1
0
1.052339 0.187686 -0.165910
3
8
0
0.382448 1.396949 -0.104717
4
1
0
0.578867 1.576042 0.833610
5
1
0
1.930025 -1.162740 -0.975994
6
1
0
2.274108 -0.813896 0.777239
7
1
0
0.665721 -1.531456 0.287298
8
1
0
-1.243470 0.245558 -0.095314
9
8
0
-1.831119 -0.516453 0.047927
10
1
0
-2.707340 -0.195631 -0.197484
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-23. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•---H2O
(Hydrogen bond acceptor)
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.15186732232D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
0.036519 1.626401 0.000000
2
1
0
0.075360 0.645236 0.000000
3
8
0
0.036519 -1.272815 -0.000000
4
1
0
-0.329833 -1.736963 0.764176
5
1
0
-0.329833 -1.736963 -0.764176
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 2-24. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: CH4-HO•--H2O (Hydrogen bond acceptor) transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.19225182396D+03a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
0.976849 0.909976 0.000000
2
1
0
1.239786 -0.381894 0.000000
3
6
0
1.252695 -1.584137 0.000000
4
1
0
-0.000000 0.827479 0.000000
5
1
0
1.787273 -1.873626 0.912267
6
1
0
1.787273 -1.873626 -0.912267
7
1
0
0.210965 -1.924736 0.000000
8
8
0
-1.949138 0.663997 0.000000
9
1
0
-2.381575 1.069723 0.763309
10
1
0
-2.381575 1.069723 -0.763309
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-25. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•---(H2O)2
(1 hydrogen bond donor, 1 hydrogen bond acceptor)
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.22815656039D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
-0.628449 1.630170 0.007521
2
1
0
-1.045389 0.733776 0.006950
3
8
0
-1.070637 -1.126478 -0.099112
4
1
0
-1.422413 -1.756719 0.541362
5
1
0
-0.098780 -1.195632 -0.027534
6
1
0
1.157231 0.601221 -0.005722
7
8
0
1.580136 -0.271661 0.087055
8
1
0
2.360957 -0.238896 -0.478767
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-26. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: CH4-HO•--(H2O)2 (1 hydrogen bond donor, 1 hydrogen bond acceptor) transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.26854382925D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
0
2.142525 0.006192 -0.655151
2
8
0
0.585425 -0.254158 1.309713
3
8
0
-1.076793 1.501588 -0.198315
4
8
0
-1.511808 -1.255620 -0.314973
5
1
0
1.514531 -0.204961 0.337661
6
1
0
2.262586 -0.967923 -1.144297
7
1
0
1.560746 0.712245 -1.257910
8
1
0
3.096695 0.425830 -0.316423
9
1
0
0.115931 0.563666 1.023368
10
1
0
-1.822462 2.064625 0.043491
11
1
0
-1.476141 0.646835 -0.454963
12
1
0
-0.721545 -1.231462 0.261587
13
1
0
-1.360080 -1.980486 -0.933014
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-27. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: HO•---(H2O)2
(2 hydrogen bond donors, 1 hydrogen bond acceptor)
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.30443704440D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
8
0
0.489581 -0.548456 -0.135892
2
1
0
0.036355 0.335432 -0.108107
3
8
0
-1.275458 1.544101 -0.104271
4
1
0
-1.401671 2.228813 0.564216
5
1
0
-1.993206 0.897141 0.036690
6
1
0
-1.543074 -1.295688 -0.033947
7
8
0
-2.441265 -0.972819 0.149768
8
1
0
-3.027273 -1.551029 -0.353911
9
1
0
2.492122 -0.251041 -0.018195
10
8
0
3.416602 0.030457 0.077467
11
1
0
3.921070 -0.789891 0.016673
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2-28. Absolute energies and optimized geometries for calculated structures: CH4-HO•--(H2O)3 (2 hydrogen bond donor, 1 hydrogen bond acceptor) transition state
Calculation Type
SP
Calculation Method CCSD(T)
Basis Set
aug-cc-pVDZ
E(CCSD(T)) -0.34482750014D+03 a.u.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Center Atomic Atomic
Coordinates (Angstroms)
Number Number
Type
X
Y
Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------1
6
0
0.856052 1.611531 0.869782
2
8
0
0.279488 -0.325968 -0.680640
3
8
0
-1.649771 -1.023608 1.210223
4
8
0
-2.487565 0.363294 -1.061683
5
8
0
3.168442 -0.570383 -0.304515
6
1
0
0.602134 0.813882 0.036188
7
1
0
-0.200812 -0.755820 0.069841
8
1
0
0.660517 2.588707 0.411404
9
1
0
1.915652 1.455335 1.100461
10
1
0
0.197603 1.405472 1.721159
11
1
0
-2.062072 -1.869958 1.423115
12
1
0
-2.261000 -0.587271 0.584275
13
1
0
-1.526675 0.357256 -1.231016
14
1
0
-2.776752 1.262627 -1.258230
15
1
0
2.228668 -0.635561 -0.548804
16
1
0
3.601686 -1.250532 -0.834162
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix B: Supporting Material for Chapter 3 Mechanistic Degradation of
High Density Polyethylene Potable Water Materials

The following represents the supporting information for Chapter 3, and includes representative IR spectra
from aged HDPE pipe and aged HDPE resin samples, with reported relative intensities of relevant peaks.
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Figure 3-7. IR of HDPE pipe sample prior to initiation of accelerated aging (0 h).
C—H stretch: 2916 cm-1 ,2848 cm-1 CH2 ; C—H bend: 1473 cm-1, 1462 cm-1; CH2rock: 731 cm, 719 cm-1

1
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Figure 3-8. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 45 days (1080 h) of accelerated aging at 50 mg/L Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1;
1742 cm-1:17.2% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1: 18.1% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-9. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 90 days (2160 h) of accelerated aging at 50 mg/L Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1;
1742 cm-1:13.8% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1: 22.3% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-10. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 190 days (4560 h) of accelerated aging at 500 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; C—O—OH stretch (16O2):
1113 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 34.7% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:36.5% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
1113 cm-1; 25.4% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-11. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 45 days (1080 h) of accelerated aging at 500 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 17.6% (relative
to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1: 22.3% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-12. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 90 days (2160 h) of accelerated aging at 500 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1;
1742 cm-1: 16.0% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1: 23.0% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-13. IR of HDPE pipe sample after 190 days (4560 h) of accelerated aging at 500 mg/L
Cl2.

CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; C—O—OH stretch (16O2):
1113 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 23.5% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:40.2% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
1113 cm-1; 18.1% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-14. IR of HDPE resin sample prior to initiation of accelerated aging (0 h).
C—H stretch: 2916 cm-1 ,2848 cm-1 CH2 ; C—H bend: 1473 cm-1, 1462 cm-1; CH2rock: 731 cm1
, 719 cm-1
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Figure 3-15. IR of HDPE resin sample after 21 days (504 h) of accelerated aging at 50 mg/L Cl2.

CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; 1742 cm-1:10.1% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
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Figure 3-16. IR of HDPE resin sample after 90 days (2160 h) of accelerated aging at 50 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 8.0% (relative to
1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:6.0% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
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Figure 3-17. IR of HDPE resin sample after 160 days (3840 h) of accelerated aging at 50 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; C—O—OH stretch (16O2):
1113 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 34.7% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:36.6% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
1113 cm-1; 25.4% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-18. IR of HDPE resin sample after 21 days (504 h) of accelerated aging at 250 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1 1742 cm-1:18.0% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
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Figure 3-19. IR of HDPE resin sample after 90 days (2160 h) of accelerated aging at 250 mg/L
Cl2.

CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 9.4% (relative to
1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:12.0% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
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Figure 3-20. IR of HDPE resin sample after 160 days (3840 h) of accelerated aging at 250 mg/L
Cl2.
CO stretch (aldehyde): 1742 cm-1; CO stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; C—O—OH stretch (16O2):
1113 cm-1; 1742 cm-1: 18.7% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1715 cm-1:24.2% (relative to 1462 cm-1);
1113 cm-1; 24.1% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-21. IR of HDPE resin sample after 21 days (504 h) of accelerated aging at 250 mg/L
Cl2 in the presence of 18O2 (water not changed).

C16O stretch (keytone): 1715 cm-1; C18O stretch (keytone): 1648 cm-1. C—16O—16OH stretch:
1113 cm-1; C—18O—18OH stretch: 1063 cm-1; 1263 cm-1, 820 cm-1
1715 cm-1: 6.8% (relative to 1462 cm-1); 1648 cm-1: 5.9% (relative to 1462 cm-1)
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Figure 3-23. IR of HDPE resin sample after 21 days (504 h) of accelerated aging at 250 mg/L.
C—16O—16OH stretch: 1106 cm-1; 1263 cm-1, 820 cm-1
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